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forecast

Sultry with' thunderstorms tonight or
Saturday.
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left the trac:;
lap because of a
slipping clutch. Burman will get back
on the track as soon as he tests his
new carburetor, which was put in at
the pit..
Goux Leads at 300 Miles
Goux in his Peugeot was leading at
the end of 300 miles. Hi3 time was
3:S2:2i),7a. This i3 an average of
77.42 miles an hour. This is a new
record for cars of this class. The record wins a trophy of $2,500.
Tetzlaff Loses Out
"Tetzlaff's Isotta was taken off the
course after the
lap with
a broken drive chain. This eliminated
the car. Anderson's Stutz was second.
The time is slower than last year.
Goux Leads at 400 Mile Mark
Goux, in his Peugeot, continued his
leud at the 400 mile mark, making the
distance in 5:00:53, an average of
77.45 miles an hour. Last year's time
for the distance was 5:04:14.23. He
was closely followed by Andeison in
Mercehis Stutz. Mulford, driving-Mercer
and
Wishart's
was
third
des,
was fourth.
Just before completing the 400 miles
Goux's manager obtained some wine
of the Speedway officials for the driver. He said Goux had to have it to
inish the race.
Haupt's Mason No.

JULES GfiUX WINS
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DRIVING A PEUGEOT, A FRENCH
CAR, HE MAKES DISTANCE
IN 6:31:43.45.
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Indianapolis, May '30

Jules Goux,
driving a Peugeot, a French car, won
race at the
Ithe ihird annual
today. Hi
Indianapolis Speedway
time was 6:31:43. Last year's time
was 6:21.06.
DePalma Drops Out.
Five nations the United States,
England, France, Germany and Italy,
battled today for supremacy in the
automobile world in the third annual
e
race here.
Promptly at 10 o'clock the 27 cars
led by Carl G. Fisher, millionaire
sportsman, began the long race
around the two and a half ml'ie track.
The pounding of the motors, cheers
of the thousands and waving of flags
of the five nations presented an inspiring scene.
The cars got away with a flying
start and were going 50 miles an hour
as they came down the home stretch..
Ralph DePalma, in a Mercer, dropped out of the race in the eighteenth
lap on account of cylinder trouble.
He was soon followed by Jenkins'
Schacht, which broke a crank cane,
lie went out in the twentieth lap.
Herr's Stutz broke a clutch release
in the back stretch and caught fire.
Ho was out of the race. No one was
injured.
Zuccarel'ii's Peugeot, a French car,
went out of the race with burned out
bearings after making IS laps. This
was the first foreign car to leave the
track.
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Is Broken.

Burman in a Keetone, leading for
the first 100 miles, brokeall Speedway records' for that distance. His
time was 1:15: o0.55. The former record was 1:23:43.11.
Another foreign car had to drop out
when Grant's Issota broke a gasoline
feed pipe.
Burman's Car Catches Fire
Iiendicot's Case also was forced out
of the race by a broken crankshaft.
Burman made his first stop for oil
and gasoline and Gross took the lead
at 147. De Palma relieved Bragg at
the wheel of a Mercer at 145 miles.
Tower's Mason No. 6, upsot on the
back turn, due to a tire blowout, and
both the driver and Mechanician Lee
Dunning were hurt.
Bob Burman's car caught fire in its
fifty-fiftlap and went out o the
race. No one was hurt. The Peugeot
continued in the lead. Tower's right
leg was broken and three of Winning's ribs fractured.
Second Issota Out
The second Isotta,, No. 29, driven by
"
Trucco, went out in the fortieth lap
with a broken-gavalve.
Burman put the fire out in his car
and brought cheers from the thousands when he sped down the home
stretch about 10 laps behind. He
stopped at the pits to put on a new
carburetor. The drivers were suffering intensely from the heat. Mulford
was running about four laps behind
the loaders at 109 miles.
Goux Leads at 200 Miles
The Peugeot driven by the famous
Goux led at the end of 200 miles, hav
ing gone ahead when Burman had to
stop. His time was 2:33:30.40. Goux
gets a brassard and trophy from an
accessory concern for leading at that
distance. Anderson, in a Stutz, was
second; the English Sunbeam, piloted
by Guyot, third; Mulford's Mercedes
fourth and Wishart's
Mercer fifth.
Harry Endicott'S Nyberg went out on
the back stretch in its twenty-fourtlap. It was far behind the leaders.
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ENTIRE

EDITOR OF ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL WILL BE TRIED FOR
CRIMINAL LIBEL.

NEW MEXICO LAD THIRD
Denver, May 30. Garwood Burgett
of Denver won the mauntain marathon
here today. His time for the 10
miles was 1 hour, 7 minutes 31 sec
5
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SOMERSET
COUNTY
STIRRED UP AND TROUBLE
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AND DEGREES

AT COMMENCEMENT.

JUDGE

POFE

IS

SPEAKER

EMINENT

JURIST SPEAKS UPON
"THE DANGERS THAT BESET THE REPUBLIC."

GREAT

ADVANCE

GRADUATES

IN

IS

MADE

PAST

THREE

YEARS NEARLY EQUAL THOSE
OF PRECEDING TWELVE.

GERMAN SHIP AGROUND
Kiel. Germany. May r.0, The Ger-- :
man armored cruiser Bluecher went
Princess Anne, Maryland May 30.
aground today during a ro to the
Two men are badly wounoed,
four !orth cf the Is'aiicl of Iioniso in the
nesrees are in Princess Anue jail un- great belt between the Baltic Sea and
der strong guard and all the lower Catteat. She is lying on a
sandy bot
part of Somerset county is stirred up tom, and the commander believes
over a threatened lynching as a re- there is no
danger.
sult of a shooting affair, which
a raid of Sheriff Tull and ins
deputies on a negro camp last night
CONFESSES HIS
to make arrests for alleged violations
of the iocal option law.
OF CRIME
Harry White, who went to the assistance of Sheriff Tull, is in tne
IS

EXPECTED.

was ttie verdict ieiuiii-ulast night in Ue district court iy
onds.
James ueu,
uie jury w Uie ease-o- i
Lee Doud of Fort Collins, Colo.,
charged with perjury. The case nad was second; William Scott of Farm-ingtoueen euinpieeU and given to the jurN. M., third; Gordon Mace, or
ors at uie adjournment of court late
fourth, and Robert Finn tt
hen it was an- Denver,
yesierday afternoon.
.
fifth.
Denver,
nounced at a iittia betore ,y o'clock
The race was run with the sanction
mac a verdict had been ruacliea, peoof the National Amateur Athletic
ple about the court nouse were con- union.
vinced the defendant had been found
When a decision is reached
guiuy.
so quickly, followers of the court say,
the verdict usually always is against
Salisbury hospital, 'and 'physicians
say that his gunshot may prove fatal.
the accused person.
William Douglas, colored, who is
Judge Leahy, District Attorney
COIN alleged to have shot White, is shot
TO III I
Charles W. G. Ward and Attorneys
Keed Halloman and Herbert ClarK,
through both legs. The shooting fol- lowed an attempt by negroes neat
counsel for tne defense, were summoned to the court room, The
PETER THERKELSON OF DENVE
cue the four negroes from Sheriff
was brought in ana the verHAS AN EXCITING EXPERITull.
dict was read. When he realized that
ENCE LAST NIGHT
he had been found guiltless of tne
STEAMER IS SAVED.
serious offense for which he was
Denver, May 30. Peter B. Therkel-sen- ,
QueeiiKlown,
May 30. Several powtried, Bell showed his pleasure Dy
as
an
known
"Peter the Apostle,"
smiting and shaking hands with' nis eccentric resident of the Jewish quar- erful tugs towed the American Line
'Not guilty

inches by Whitney.
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FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.

PERJURY

JVIaxia

Gossip ::ever die3 for
lack of circulation.

RACING IS RESUMED.
Pn ELI ivi IN ARIES AT HARVARD.
30.
Belmont
Park,
Long
Island,
May
ELL
LOCAL
IS! Cambridge, juasa., Maytta330.a The
cru-- ;
Bright weather greeted the
jiur.uia s;adim touuy
who gathered here today
cibie of competition, in which the
to celebrate the revival of racing in
best oi the college atblutes of thfe
OF
OF A
New York state after a lapse of 23
country met in a series of preliini- months. Today's events were under
nary tests to determine those most
tined u strive for tinal Honors in
the auspices of the Westchester Racand
combinedd
the culminating events of tomorrow.
the
association
ing
1 hobe who qualified in each event
racing Interests of the Saratoga and
local tracks.
were;
JURY RETURNS
FOR
VERDICT
District Attorney Wysnng and Sher- MARYLAND SHERIFF RAIDS NEGHundred yard dash Wagner, Johns
iff DeMott of Nassau
county were
RO CAMP AND BULLETS
THE DEFENDANT AT 9
Hopkins; Cornell, Yale;
Lippincott,
Inger-soand Patterson, Pennsylvania;
early on hand with deputy sheriffs
FLY THICKLY.
O'CLOCK LAST NIGHT.
and other officers to see that the law
and Keller, Cornell; Bona, Michiprohibiting book making and gambgan; Harlan, Princeton. Best time, 10
was enforced.
"
PDSSEMAN
GOOD
HIS
ling
PROVED
CHARACTER
IS
WGPDED seconds by Lippincot. '
The feature of the day's card of
Eiht hundred eighty ' yard run
six races was the Metropolitan HandJones and Snyder, (?briieH Harmon,
MAN
WHO
.SHOOTS
HARRY
ACCUSED MAN'S WITNESSES ALicap' at one ml'ie, for which 14 horses
Gianger and .Marceau, Dartmouth;
MOST EXCLUSIVELY TOLD
WHITE, HOWEVER, IS INJURwere eligible. Three of these, Whisk-brooBrown, Scotten and Pouehor,
Yale;
ED IN BOTH LEGS.
II, Night. Stick and Merry
OF HIS REPUTATION.
by Jones.
Caliper. Best time l:o5
Task, were recently brougni back
Shot put Whitney, Dartinouth.Kan-from England where they raced last
Cornell; Heatty, Columbia;
antler,
CASE TOMORROW year, by Messrs. 'Whitney and BelTHE FOX
lit
Kobler, Michigan;
Bartiett, 'Brown;
mont.
Roos, Yale. Best throw 46 feet 4

Bragg's Car is Out
Brags'B Mercer had transmission
trouble in the one hundred and
lap, and the pilot ran it
off the track at the head of the home
stretch. Bragg and his mechanician
walked to the pits.
At 450 mites Goux still led,
pressed closely by Anderson in a
The standing of the other
Stutz.
cars was : third, Mulford, Mercedes;
fourth, Wishart, Mercer; fifth, Mier,
Stutz.
The leader's time was 5:52:26.20,
and his average, 76.59 miles an hour.
Fourteen cars were still on the
track.
Anderson's Stutz, after pushing
Goux to the one hundred and eighty-seventlap, broke a magneto stop
and had1 to leave the race. Mulford's
Mercedes ran out of gas on the
He received the congratback stretch. A mechanician started attorneys.
of
his
frienus.
ulations
with a five gallon can across the
Bell was accused of having givei
field for Mulford.
perjured testimony in the trial of
Louis Roberts, who was convicted at
the last term of court of having stolCHASES BARTENDER
en a calf from the pastures of the
Red River Ranch company's properINTO AN. ICEBOX ty, at the extreme eastern border of
ban Miguel county. Bell was ti e prin
cipal witness tor the ceiense. .Be
NEARLY
MAN IN CHICAGO
BAD
lieving there was good ground ror
CAUSES DEATH OF A BOOZE
such procedure, the grand jury, alter
VENDER
having heard the evidence against
Bell, returned an indictment against
Chicago, May 30. Taking refuge in llim early in tne preBent
term of
an ice box when .pursued today by an court His attorneys filed a plea in
irate man with a revolver, R. Hofman, abatement, which resulted in the re-- a
saloonkeeper, and his wife came . tum o another indictment, unaer
near being frozen before they werejwnu.u the case was tried,
liberated.
i,eil introduced witnesses to show
A policeman released them and
he bears a good reputation in
rested Frank Brady, a young salesman Tucumcari, where he has resided lor
from St. Louis, who stood outside ihc-- uiauy yeais. .'This line 'of testimony
refrigerator threatening to shoot.
composed practically his entire case.
According to Hofman's story, the- K na(1 weight with the jury, as was
salesman entered the saloon and or- alio v. n by the verdict returned.
John culler, who was indicted with
dered a drink. He took the drink a:d
refused to pay for It and was ejected. Bell on the same charge, likely" will
tiuiil
tlie November
According to Hofman, Brady returned not be tried
it is not known
with a revolver and the Hofmans ran term of court.
whether the acquittal of Bell will reinto the ice box.
sult In the dismissal of the indictment
against Miller. The evidence in
A FATAL ACCIDENT.
two
caserf is said to be practical
the
Frank
30
Mrs.
Boulder, Colo., May
Roza, aged 47, was instantly killed ly identical.
The case of the state against M.
and her son, Harry, aged 17, was inL. Fox, editorial writer for the Albuwere
run
when
they
jured today
down by a street car on University querque Journal, is set for hearing
Hill. Mrs. Roza and her son were re- tomorrow morning. Mr. Fox is acturning from the Memorial Day cere- cused of libel in the publication of an
monies at the cemetery. Their horse article in which Apolouio 'A. Sena
became frightened by a passing auto- was mentioned.
On account of Memorial Day being
mobile and turned .abruptly in front
a legal holiday the court was not in
of a street car.
session today. The grand jury also
took
a vacation. No Indictments
PLAN.
PEACE
RESPOND TO
were returned by tne grand jury yesWashington, May
Bryan signa'lized the day commemo- terday. It is expected the inquisitors
rative of the country's hero dead by will complete their work before tomorrow evening. The court probably
announcing that eight nations have
to
his
peace will be in session for several days,
responded favorably
plan, asking that suggestions be sub- of, if not all next week.
mitted in regard to detajis. The nations in the order in which they have
NEW BICYCLE RECORD
accepted are Italy, Great Britain,
Salt Lake City, May 30. A hew recSweden,
Norway,
France, Brazil,
ord for the course was set in the anPeru and Russia.
nual bicycle handicap road race today
from this city to Lagoon, a distance
RIOT IN MONTEREY
miles. C. F. E. Walker of Salt
Mexico City, May 30 A riot occur- of 16
red at Monterey late yesterday in the l ake covered the distance in 40:13.
course of which a mob fired on the On account of his handicap, however,
government palace, according to pri- he did not win the race, A. E, Stevenvate advices received here, which are son reaching Lagoon first in 42:12.
Fifty-eigh- t
riders participated.
without official confirmation.
twenty-sev-

Daily

The New Mexico Normal University last night brought to a close
the most successful year in its his
tory when it conferred 63 diplomas
and degrees
fill
tvi
linnn
w Trmir
"
; uuu UAGU
and women. The Normal auditorium.
where the commencement ceremonies were conducted, was
packed with
friends of the graduates and of the
E6R9
school.
The speaker of the evening
was Judge William H.
Popa of the
federal district court for New Mexi
co. Guests of honor were Lieutenant
TORTURED
Governor E. c. de Baca, Secretary of
TELLS OF THE FINDING OF THE
btate Antonio Lucero, State SuperinBODY OF MURDERED GIRL. IN
tendent of Public Instruction Alvan
ATLANTA
N. White, Judge David J.
HIS
Leahy, Herbert W. Clark, Dr. M. K DesMarrJs,
30.
Additional
details
Atlanta, May
county superintendent of schools; and
of an alleged confession
admitting John D. W.
Veeder, M. W. Browne,
knowledge of the murder of Mary Charles
Ilfeld, Eugenio Romero and
Phagan, which the police claimed to F. E. Olney, members of the board' of
have secured from James Conley, areffent8 of
the
negro, were mate purmc louay.
'ttuuuus
Conley was an employe at the pencil Class of 7'
1913 ta rdmnrboMo
-it la
i. tuu
.j . v,. XL
l's
was
body
factory wherft
largest in the history of the school
for
been
arrest
under
and contains more young people who
ter on west Colfax avenue, was held steamship Haverford into harbor this found, and has
released her from her several weeks.
morning.
They
have done worJc
i
several
last
for
hours
night
captive
entitling them to
imAccording to the police, Conley was higher degrees than ail
his home by two men who tortured dangerous position in Rocky Bay,
preceding
M.
Leo
to
that
stated
have
classes.
him in an effort to make him reveal mediately west of Cork Head, at high alleged
at 10 o'clock. She has been lying Frank, superintendent of the factory,
tide
During the 12 years' history of the
the hiding place of his supposed
on the rocks since early yesterday af- sent him into the metal room of the Normal
prior to the presidency of
wealth.
ternoon when, with 134 cabin and 850 plant on the day the girl disappeared; Dr. Frank H. H.
The assailants held lighted candles
Roberts, which beshe went ashore where the nesro found her dead body, gan three years
to Therkelsen's fingers and threatened steerage passengers,
ago, the Norma'i had
in a fog. When she was brought
Siio was stone dead when I first
graduated 119 students, many of
to kill him. They finally secured ST
- saw her
21
watof
into
she
had
feet
today
port
lying there on the floor,'' the whom received the academic diplc-- .
in cash and a postal savings bank c
er in her forehoid and a considerable negro was alleged to have said,
ma, the percentage
of those
der for $05. After ransacking
The police also claimed that Con
quantity in Xo. 2 hold.
normal work being small.
they left their victim bound.
The rescued passengers, nen'.y 1, jley declared he and Frank carried the In the past three
years 106 diplomas
Therkelsen managed to free himself 000 in
number, gathered today at. var-- ! girl's body from the mftal room to have been granted,
just 13 less than
and notified the police.
ious points of vantage
aton? the jmi elevator. Fran!;, ;vroriH r to the the number issued in the
first 12
shore in order to get a close vlsw f yiie ed statement.
the ele- years of the Normal's
Adhistory.
vator, and when tli. easement wa vanced work has been taken up
CHICAGO HONORS THE 'tne damaged steamer.
by
cr tried by Con an increasing number of
!'':..; lied tre rnriv
students,
H!J.T3N 'Z C S A ? ' ? "i !J
ley and Frani-- to the p!ace where It and shorter courses have been elimSt. Andrew's Scotland. May :?0. 'v:;u kmnd by the in slit watchman, inated, making tne task of
gaining' a
Harold H. Hilton of the Royal Live--po- Newt iA'o, early the following morn- diploma at the Normal University
Golf clul) won the world's ama- ing. In the latest confession the
more difficult. In spite of this the
MAYOR HARRISON PAYS A TRI teur
was alleged to have said" he wrot' number of graduates has increased
golf championship today, bea:!n
EUTE TO MEN WHO FOUGHT
Robert Harris of Acton, England, b lite notes found beside the (lead girl's every year. The board of regents J3
'
TO SAVE THE UNION
at Frank's (':;;
six up and five to play over a 36 hoi;
just after greatly pleased with this condition.
course
This is the fourth time the bod had been carried to the base-- and State Superintendent of Public
Chicago, May 30. Wreaths of green Hilton has held the title.
i'
r'er.t
Instruction Alvan N. Wrhite, though
and garlands of flowers were today
.
he declared he must show impartial- placed on the graves of 6,000 union
ity to al'i the state Schools, could not
and confederate soldiers In 82 cemehelp but show his great admiration
teries in Cook county. The depicted
ifor the Normal University. He con- ranks of the Grand Army of the Reeratuiated it in a short address last
public, aided by camps of the United
nisrht. and informed the graduates
Spanish War veterans, Sons of Veterthat he hoped many of them would
ans, the Bohemian Veterans' associaenlist in his army of teachers durlr.3
tion, school children, women's clubs
the comirg school year.
and memorial organizations followed
The Normal University now i3 all
the custom of decorating the graves
iihat the name implies and is rated
in tribute to those who lie buried.
on
with the best normaE
Standing within the shadow of the
schools in the country, according to
Bohemian national peace monument
President Roberts.
unveiled on Memorial Day 1890 anc
Judge Pope, in hi3 address to
wntributed to by his father, Mayor Cardeclared, that there is a
ter H. Harrison eulogized the
great field for educated young men
for the part they had
and women in New Mexico. Quotingthe country in th.?
in
defending
played
from statistics, Judge Pope showed
time of war. He particularly praised
that this state has many undeveloped
citizens for
the Bohemian-Americaindustries, though it is rich in potentheir service to the country in the
tial wealth. He showed that New
wa''s.
civil and
Mexico has a large percentage of illiteracy as compared with many of
NEW AMBASSADOR ARRIVES
the other states, anJ declared that
London, May 30. Walter Hines
here, surely, is a field! for competent
teachers. Judge Pop made an apPage, the newly appointed United
States ambassador to the court of St.
peal for the wider study cf the Spanish language on the part cf tha
James, was received today by King
peaking
George, to whom he presented his letyoung yeop?.,..' Ho deters of credence.
clared that here natural conditions,
Sir Edward Grey, the British forare ideal for the equipment of yrung-peoplfor government, or private sereign minister, presented the new amThen Mr. Page went
bassador.
vice In the Blister nations where Span-Is- h
is epolipn.
through the formality of presenting to
At the opening of hi ad!rw Jnc!;"
the king and queer, the members of
the embassy staff, most of whom had
Pope called attention in neto of th.-'JUDGE WILLIAM H. POPE
attended many courts and Sevees In
Who Addressed Norma! Graduates La st Night.
(Ccn-i'ion Pare Five)
company with the lata Whltelaw Retd.
,
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BRON
ADVENTURES IN WATER,
CHO BACK AND HIGH IN AIR
FOR MISS RUSSELL
KiuiBfi

SSI- -

TO PRESERVE

m
"t7 ir.

U..R

I

Rasa nay company.
Miss HumcI! 1h spending threw or
four day In Kansas City for a reoesB
In a motor tour from Austin, lexas,
to Chicago.
To loolt at her you would not hs-pee- t
alio had boon a reekleuM cowgirl
rider, that she had crossed a great
dam In a bucket suspended by a, pulfeet
ley from a wire five hundred
numer"drowned"
had
aim
thnt,
high,
ous times and thnt. once, In real earnest, nli narrowly missed losing her
life In a wlilrpoo of T,ako Superior
and nil for the picture whow goers.
"ft was nt Ashland, Wis., last summer that I became a picture playwright: by accident, and nearly lent my
life acting out my own play," Mlsa
niii'.aell said, "Wo were lounglii'' on
the chore of Ihe lake there one day
when I happened to any to Ihe company director It would ho fun to act
a mermaid.
lie asked m why
didn't write one. I did In blank
verso. The Fssnnay president accept
ed It and pave me a cheek down for
was an author.
There!
$1U0,
"The leading part, that, or till) mer

MRS.

JENNIE SNEDEKER

for that day while a genuine
remedy llko Syrup Pepsin acts mildly
only

but permanently.
It can be conveniently obtained at
any drug store at fifty cents or one
dollar a bottle. Results aro always
guaranteed or money will be refunded. You will find It gentle In action, pleasant In taste, and free trom
griping and its tonic properties have
a distinct value to women. It 1b the
most widely used laxative-toni- c
in
America today and thousands of families are now never without it.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying It In the regular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald
well, 417 Washington St., Montlcello,
III., and a free sample bottle will be
moiled you.

had made on tho stage, and tho work
was more varied and less wearing,'
A
she said. "Sometimes we go days
without workltiK, and when we do
work there Is often ft lot of brisk exorcise and new Interest In It, Hut
never havo gotten over missing thdj
'feel' of the audience right before me,
on
had
me.
to
mn'd, was assigned
GOOD
Hie outfit of a mermaid.
My feet wore and no matter what kind of voice you
work.
in
have
it
doosnt
water
In
the
picture
help
tic', together and were
Yet, though I do not see them, I work
mo
ti ' i'ft mey were going iu
TWENTY-TWINMATES
OF THE
i'
boat wo had rented for the act every night before many times the
ASK
PENITENTIARY
STATE
I
could
the
crowds
other
reach
chance.
way,
eamo
when I ho captain
up by
FOR PAROLES
a
It
a whirlpool with an under suc- and I never have beon so happy at
as this."
tion, he wild, that the best swimmer anything
Santa Fe, N. M., May CO. The folC. Pyle, director of the WarCharles
feet
even
his
with
of
c. ''Idn't couio out
ner Film company, for which she has lowing prisoners have applied for pavi 'ed.
been working in a short, Interval of role. Action on same will be taken
1
to
had
At. the end Of that story,
her other contract, la making the mo at the meeting oC the board of peni1
the
down
walked
drown myself
tentiary commissioners on June 10:
beach until the water was over my tor tour with her.
Leopoldo Torres, Bernalillo county;
of
head and waited until the surface
Francisco
Romero, Dona Ana county;
calm
IN
14
was
TO
PILES
CURED
DAYS.
water
above
ihe
perfectly
I
Mateo
Santa Fe county; Ma1
Alarld,
Your druggist will refund money
Then tho camera was stopped and
nuel Martinez, Grant county; William
ir
to
PAZO
falls
OINTMENT
cure
r.""'e up fltilokly."
I'otiie of the scenes of "I.iiHca," the any case of Itchlnfir, Blind, Bleeding Jones, Colfax county; Juan Chaves,
love s:orjr of an Indian girl, on which or Protrdlng Piles In 6 to 14 days. Lincoln county; W. C. Holmes, Chaves county; M. L. Llndqulst, Guadai. . ;
Misa Kussell worked In Austin, are to BOc.
lupe county; J. II. Sherwood, Guada-lphe done tn New York when she pots
a
county; Earl Womack, Gundalupe
there. Tho scenes will be hardly
W. P. Kocken, Chaves councounty;
but
finished
film,
minute apart on tho
ty; Incarnaclon Miranda, Chaves counNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
they will bo several weeks and two
Grant county;
ty; Pedro Marquez,
thousand miles npait lu tho acting,
Menzlo
county; ViMcKinley
Firmlnl,
a
Lasca's sweothoart. had been
f
San
cente
Miguel county;
Trujlllo,
he
Santa Fo, X. M., .May :i0. The folman In New York bororo
went west, and some New York lowing letter has been received by Angel Estrada, Grant county; Manuel
San Miguel county; Gabriel
"drawing rooms" and things have to tho state corporation commission, and Garcia,
Ladislo
bo shown. No, these photographs will referred to tho attorney general for n Chaves, Guadalupe county;
Juan
Grant
Martinez,
Juares,
county;
not be taken In Fifth avenue resi- ruling, the corporation commission
dences. The fashionable places will having no jurisdiction in the matter Taos county; FIrso do Candelarlo.
Grant county; Jesa Day, Chaves counbe built to order In the studio of the until stub ruling is made:
film company, where tho light is right
Albmpierque, X. M., Mav 23, 101:1. ty.
cattle
One
thousand
tho
camera.
The State Corporation Commission.
for
A man
living at Auburn, New York,
In a real stampede help to make anSanta Fo, New Mexico.
severe
hnd
a
attack of kidney and
other part ef the film realistic.
Gentlemen;
bladder
trouble.
Being a working
a
Into
In
she
We
aro
time
tho
goes
Nearly every
regard to
writing you
man, not wanting to lose time, he
Russell
Miss
In
some
hotels
that
this
show,
says.
city
picture
privileges
cured himself completely by using
Bomeoue rec omiizos her; and it does- have In soliciting busness on the
Pills. A year later he
how
seem
difference
make
Fo
to
Santa
railroad
n't
station platform, Foley Kidney
any
a pleasure to report that
la
"It
says:
she tries to be. She which is denied other hotels. We beInconspicuous
the cure was permanent." II. s name
acted the loading woman's part once lieve that this Is restraining trade and
O. G. Ri'haefur and
la J. A. Farmer.
in a film called "Tho
Interrupted in violation of the "Sherman law,"
Red Cross Drug Sore.
Tho proposition boiled down is sinv
Honeymoon," and when it was exhibited In Chicngo she and the lending mau ply this: If one or more hotels are al-- j
STRONG RANCH SOLD
went to the theater to see It. The lowed to solicit business on the Santa'
N. M., May SO. The
Albuquerque,
spectators of the screen story recog- Fe railroad st ilon platform, shouM
Frank
II.
Strong ranch, better known,
nized them both and there was a de- not all tho hotels have the same prlv-- j
as the Manby ranch, situatperhaps,
monstration.
liege? If so, what, action can be taken! ed near
Dorsey, between Las Ve "as
Miss llussoll was widely Known on to adjust, conditions?
has been purchased by
and
Watrons,
the (dago before she went into motion
Thanking vou for any action you Dr. J. E.
from Frank H. Strong,
Kraft,
picture acting.
may take in regard to the above mat- - both
to the deal being resiparties
me
more
offered
money than ter. WP are.
"They
dents of this city. The purchase price
Sincerely,
Is withheld from publication.
TIIR CROSBY HOTEL,
property consists of 1,450 acres
By TOM ni!AN, Manager.
of fine land and many improvements,
Notaries Public
y
a modern
residence
The following persons hnve been including
and numerous outbuildings. It is uncommissioned as notaries public: Will
derstood that Dr. Kraft will give his
H. Timbert,
Cimarron; Steve GilDon't Hide Them With a Veil; Re- personal direction to the ranch propbert, Artesia; Frank O. Blue, Clayton;
move Them With the Othlne
and continue to Improve it on a
erty
C. M. Compton, Portales; James C.
considerable scale. The ranch is but
Prescription
This prescription for the removal Anderson, Hanley, Quay county; John 20 miles north of Las Vegas and conIT.
U. Moore, Albuquerque; George
of rankles was written by a promi
sidered one of the best ranch proper,
McCallls-terSanta
Smith,
Rosa; Wesley
nent hyaiclau and is usually so sue--- t
ties In the state. Mr. Strong plans
Lovington, Eddy county; Adolph to leave soon for California, where he
in removing freckles and giv-l- i
P. Hill, Santa Fe; Manfor Romero.
s eicur, beautiful complexion that
will remain ideflnitely.
it is sold by your druggist unJer an Socorro county.
absolute guarantee to refund the monThe spring montns orten find a
Health a Factor In Success.
woman
ey if it fails.
tired out, with pain In back,
The
factor contributing to
l'on't hide your freckles under a a man'slargest
success Is undoubtedly health. hips and head, nervous and sieeplees.
veil; get an ounce of othlne and re- It has been observed that a man Is Folep Kidney Plila will quickly prove
move them. Even tbo first few appli- seldom sick when his bowels are reg their worth and value as a hea'ier of
I
cations should show a wonderful im- ular he Is aever well when they are all kidney and bladder ailments and
For constipation you
constipated.
provement, soma of the lighter will find nothing quite so pood aa Irregularities.
They are a splendid
freckles vanishing entirely.
not remedy for rheumatism, clearing the
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
Be sure to ask tho druggist for the only move the bowels but improve uric acid from the Joints and system.
double atreenUi othlne; it la this that the appetite and strengthen the
Try them. O. O. Rchaefer and Red
They ar sold by all
1 sola ou the money-hacCross Drug Store.
guarantee.
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ana harbor Just prior to the
war, was unveiled this af'
ternoon In Columbus Circle, at the
southwest entrance to Central park.
It was a gala day in the city. The
Stars and Stripes floated from all the
public buildings and from thousands
of business houses and private residences.
Fifth avenue was lined with
spectators, who cheered enthusiastically tho 5,000 bluejackets from the
Florida, North Dakota, South Carolina
New Hampshire, Virginia, New Jersoy
and half a dozen other of the great
dreadnoughts detailed by the navy department to attend the unveiling.
The speaker's rostrum In Columbus
Circle was handsomely decorated with
shields, coats of arms, naval pennants
and large brass eagles. In the center
of the rostrum was a flagstaff, from
the peak of which the Stars and
Stripes waved in tho breeze. All the
large buildings in the Immediate vicinity of the circle were decorated with
flags and bunting,
The unveiling ceremonies were of
an Impressive character, beginning
with an invocatlion by Father Chldwick,
batwho was chaplain of the
tleship. Other leading participants In
the program were Secretary of the
Navy Daniels, Rear Admiral Badger,
commander-in-chie- f
of
the Atlantic
Haines of Maine,
fleet, Governor
Governor Sulzer of Now York and
Mayor Gaynor of New York city. The
actual unveiling was performed by
Frederick D. Owen of the department
of public buildings and grounds In
Washington. At the conclusion of the
ceremonies Father Chldwlck deposited a handsome reath at the base of
the memorial m'behalf of the United
States government. Similar floral offerings were presented by Governor
Haines for the state of Maine and
Governor Sulzer for the state of New
Spanish-America-

I
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SATURDAY EVEN !'t(.

New York, May 3u With a grand
naval and military parade, with teeming crowds, and in the presence of a
distinguished company the National
Maine monument, erected by popular
subscription In honor of the American
sailors who met death in the explosion of the battleship Maine in Hav-

The headaVhos, the lassitude, the
sallow tskln and the- lustreless eyes

are usually due to constipation. So
many things that women do habitually conduce to this trouble. They do
not eat carefully, they eat Indigestible foods because tho foods are eerv-e- d
daintily and they do not exercise
Hut whatever the particular
enough.
cause may be It Is Important that the
condition should be corrected.
An ldoal remedy for women, and one
especially suited to their delicate re
quirements, is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin, which thousands of women
endorse highly. Mrs. Jennie Snedeker,,
1011 West Monroe St., Chicago, testifies that she Is "cured of grave stom
nch and bowel troubles by using Syrup Pepsin and without the aid or a
doctor or any other medicine."
All
1ho family can use Syrup Pepsin
for,
thousands of mothers give It to babies and children. It is a'iso admirably suited to tho requirements of
elderly people, In fact to all who by
reason or ago or lnflrmily cannot
stand harsh salts, cathartics, pills or
purgatives. These should always be
avoided for at best their effect Is

J

1
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HANDSOME MONUMENT TO SAILORS KILLED IN HAVANA HARBOR IS DEDICATED

tne majority of cases 'bo basis
health, and the cause "of sickness
can he traced to the action of the

City, Mo.,
ty fiio which motion picture patrons
everywhere have seen and like to see,
and a melodious volco ( tulaHOil by the
film patrons) telling tho Moilern Arabian NlghlH tales of motion picture
for
m alt ri(f t here Is entertainment
you. AHk any of the little group who
have talked this morning with Miss
Martha Russell, leading woman of the
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To Have Health, Bqwel MnveruciH Is
Absolutely Necessary How
Best to Obtain It
If woman's beauty depeuo'el upon
cosmetics every wonan won'"' hi a
r.'tti re of loveliness nut bcaidy lies
tlo'Ter than that. It lies lu health,
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York.

The principal part of the monument
proper consists of a pylon 18x21 feet
and 40 feet high, with panels on its
four faces. It is flanked by two colossal figures, representing the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans, suggestive
of the national scope of the memorial.
The Atlantic Is typified by a young
man in the fullness of his strength,
the Pacific by an old man half slumThe figures standing would
bering.
be over 11 feet high.
At the foot of tho shaft and faciug
the circle is a group of sculpture
in idea Courage awaiting
the flight of peace, while Fortitude
There are figsupports the feeble.
ures nearly twice actual
Above the group is the following Inscription: "To the valiant seamen
who perished in the Maine by fate
unwarned. In death unafraid."
Ou the lower part, of the pedestal
supporting this group is a conventional boat prow on which kneels a figure
of a boy holding wreaths of olive and
laurel, suggesting the new era inaugurated in Cuba through the SpanA low fountain basin exish war.
tends toward the circle from this side
of the monument, approached by three
broad steps forming a styleouate.
Tln corresponding group on the side
In mfacing the park is
intrusted
her
otifJustice, hacing
sword to the Genius of War, receives
it again at his hands, while History
records its deeds. The inscription over this group reads as follows: "To
the freemen who died in the war with
Spain that others might be free."
The pylon is crowned by a group
representing Columbia triumphant,
drawn in a sea car by three plunging
horses. This group is in bronze, cast
from gims recovered from the sunken
Maine, and is heavily gilded. The
group is 17 feet high, making the
monument 57 feet in height. All the
other sculptures are of Knoxvllle marble. In panels on the lateral faces of
the shaft are inscribed the names of
those to whom the monument is dedicated.
At either side of the pylon and separated from it by two park roads are
two entrances formed by four garden
houses of the type familiar In the
great parks abroad. Each pair of
There
houses constitutes a gateway.
Is one of those gates on each side
of the footpaths and partially con- -

Children's good ribbed hose in black and tan. Lord
and Taylor's brand, all sizes, worth 2Sc per pair, special for this sale
IQo

WOM ENS

$1.25 LINGERIE WAISTS 83c

MEN'S C3c, SKISTS

Our entire line of women's $1.25 wais(9 including
about 35 styles, either high or low neck, long or short
sleeves, special

75c WOOL SERGE

One lot of Satin and Taffeta ribbon in black, white
and colors in widths number 100 and 120, special, per

36

or

pl-- in

6Ec

each,
40 O

4k

inch

serge in black or naVy blue, a
good
c.,,au.c ,uuuc. wortn sc n r yard, snpcii fnr
our After Supper Sale, per yard
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SUITS

40c

81,eoial

No. 100 and 120 RIBBON 15c

yard

17c

Men's shirts in light ot
drk patterns,
striped, military or attached collars, worth

83c

44o

Lfl.3 Veas'Lendin

WOOLTEX

SUN BONNETS

One lot of fast color Sunbonnets in ail
staple colors and checks, worth 25c
each, special for this
sale, each

Store
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FOR

FRANKEL
SUITS

WOMEN

EotablisKed

1862

nected by a low wall and with seats
facing the circle. The pylon itself and
the houses and the wall are of Tennessee marble, with a granite base of
a similar shade of color.

South Side Pku

was married to John C. Fiet elite,
a glove manufacturer and merchant.
When on September C, 1SG2, Frederick
was invaded by the confederate
army
there was but one "Star Spangled
Banner" to be eeen. This was
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
displayed in; the
little dormer
"My sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism In his arm," window of a quaint old house in West
writes a well known resident of New- Patrick street, the home of the Friet-clueeton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
The entire body of the confedChamberlain's Liniment which he erate
marched directly past the
army
applied to his arm and on the next house on
Friday, September 12, and
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you on the next morning the eyes of the
will find nothing better than Cham- old lady were gladdened
by the sight
berlain's IJnlment. Sold by a'il deal- of the
federals, who, taking the same
ers.
route as the confederates, followed
closely 6n their footsteps. Mrs. FrietHONOR BARBARA FRIETCHIE
chie did not long survive the episode
Frederick, Md., May 30. The body
which inspired Whittier to write his
Whlt-tler's
of Barbara Frietchie, heroine of
famous poem. She died less than
of
and
that
her husband,
poem,
three
months later, on December 10,
John C. Frietchie, which were recent1862, at the age of 96 years.
ly disinterred from the old Reformed
I.SOS

.

Congregation cemetery here, were formally deposited in the new mausoleum in Mt. Olivet cemetery today.
The reburlal was made an occasion
for interesting ceremonies which were
conducted by the G. A. R. and other
patriotic organizations. A feature of
the program was the recitation of
WWttier's poem by Miss Medora
Matz, a grandnlece of Barbara Frietchie.

Barbara Frietchie was born In Lan3, 176G. Her
caster, Pa., December
maiden name was Barbara Hauer. As
a young woman she removed to
Frederick with her parents and in

FOR

iii
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year.
some

seems almost certain that

of the marks in the various
events will be displayed by better figures, and that Pennsylvania, which
won the championship last
year, will
have to fight hard to retain the title.

Harvard, Cornell,
Yale, Princeton,
Dartmouth and several smaller east
ern colleges are represented by their
star performers. Michigan has sent
a team to the meet and the far west
is represented for the first time by a
team from the University of California. Several athletes of championship
caliber are included among the
and the prediction is made
that they will figure prominently in
the fight for the titles.
s

PROTECTORY 50 YEARS OLD.
New York, May 30. The New York

Catholic protectory, in Westchester,
today celebrated its fiftieth anniverNATIONAL'tOLLEGE MEET
sary with, ceremonies In which CarBoston, May 30. Hundreds of train- dinal Farley and other
distinguished
ed, colleg athletes gathered in the men in the Catholic world took
part
Harvard stadium today for prelimin- In the half
century of its existence
ary events in the thirtyeventh an- the protectory has cared for and edunual track and field meet of the In- cated 50,000 friendless
boys and girls.
tercollegiate Association of Amateur
Athletes of America. The survivors
LAiFAYETTE REMEMBERED.
of today's contests will compete for
Paris, May 30. A representative
the championships tomorrow.
gathering of Americans, including the
Seldom in the history of the inter- staffs of the embassy and consulate,
collegiate championships has there was present today at the annual cerebeen such a wealth of runners, Pap- mony on Memorial Day of decorating
ers and weight hurlers of high grade with flowers the tomb of Lafayette In
as are included in the entries this Pispus cemetery.
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GETTING A DRINK
AT MODISTE'S
-

SHOP-

MILLINERS
AND
DRESSMAKERS
SERVE LIQUOR TO MADAME
ON THE QUIET

There just isn't any way of keeping
up to the artful tricks of these
women. If they want to drink a
little cocktail they drink it, says the
If they
New York Evening World.
want to smoke a little cigarette they'll
smoke it. They not only want what
they want when they want it, hut, by
hook or crook, they succeed in getting it. If you have any doubts,
listen to the confessions of Miss Mary
New-Yor-

Shaw.
Not, oh, most decidedly not, autobiographical confessions. "Really, I
have always had a reputation for respectability," smilingly answered Miss
Shaw. "And I don't see why it should
totter now, just because I want the
woman's club as
new professional
coffortably equipped as any woman's
club of any pretension in London."
statematter-of-fac- t
Miss Shaw's
would
ment that drinks, and cigarettes
be procurable in the restaurant of the
club has raised a
Shaw is the
Miss
And
commotion.
,

d

more astonished at the talk because
exof her knowledge of the various
York women
New
to
which.
pedients
resort in their efforts to "enjoy life."
"Why is it any worse to order a
glass of wine with one's luncheon
than to help support a buffet , at the
dressmaker's shop?" sho inquired. "In
a number of the fashionable dressmakis
ing and millinery establishments it
of
member
for
any
perfectly possible
the intimate clientele to obtain ber
favorite cocktail or highball whenever
she asks for it.
"She touches madam's elbow and is
promptly led behind a screen where
she quenches her thirst at her leisure.
In effect, these shops maintain buffets, and, to keep within the limits of
the excise law, no pay is openly taken
for the beverages dispensed. If an
honored patron turns faint, a stimulant is offered her that is all! However, the price of the drinks is, of
course, added on to the purchase price
of hat or gown.
"In the restaurants and the dining
rooms of even the more conservative
r
hotels many women take wine or
with
intoxicants quite openly
their meals. And the feeling of their
men folks w'th regard to this practice seems to be changing Not long
ago I saw a party of several men and
women in a Broadway restaurant taking a double round of cocktails before
their dinner, There was a pretty
young woman of about 10 in the party
and her husband not merely permitted, but urged her to drink the two
Manhattans.
"Yet that same man frowned and
scolded when she took a cigarette
from the toy motor car which conveyed the smokes from cne person to another. He encouraged the more dangerous habit and looked askance at
one.
the comparatively innocuous
Shows masculine consistency, doesn't
it? His young wife finally yielded,
but she remarked sotto voce, that
she'd have her puff
Pror
ably she did when she was getting
on
in the dressing room.
"Women very often smoke a cigar

ette in these rooms when they go to
leave or remove their wraps. Thus
they make up for the deprivation of
not being able to smoke in the dining room. They are, of course, permitted to do so in a number of the
small restaurants and in some hotels,
But" there are women who feel a Dit
diffident about availing, themselves
of the privilege, even though they
like to smoke.
"There are others who smoke without really liking it, just to be Bo
hemian and emancipated. They are
so funny to watch. They are especially obvious abroad, because often in
the same dining room will be a Russian woman who takes ner cigarette
entirely without affectation. 'She
holds it as lightly and as nonchalantly as the average man holds his, and
even the most conservative onlookers
find a difficulty in pumping up disapprobation.
"But the cigarette habit is certainly increasing among New York women. The maids in the hotel and restaurant dressing rooms keep on hand
a stock of perfumed
cig
arettes to accomodate women patrons,
and they find plenty of customers.
"Then there is thfe tearoom trick.
Many. women would be horrified at
the idea of going into a cafe and buying a drink. But they drop into a
tearoom ond take their cocKtail or
their highball in a teacup. It tastes
just the same and it saves appearances beautifully. I myself have dined at a hotel where the cocktails
r
were served to the women in
gold-tippe- d

after-dinne-

coffee cups.
Making a Hypocrite of Herself
!,Now, why is it so dreadful to of- for openly, at a woman's club, what
so many women seem to want? Of
course, there are some who say tnat,
while they may drink or smoke or do
both in their homes, they would not
indulge outside because of the example. But on the other shand, the woman who follows this rule is making
a hypocrite of herself. Is that a de-

M CARTY

LIKE

oth-othe-

SECOND STANLEY

LED A NOMADIC EXISTENCE
BEFORE HE GAINED HIS FAME
AS A RING MAN

SANTA FE MAN
ACCEPTS POSITION WITH THE C. I. AND
RAILWAY.

Luther McCarty was just such another picturesque character as the late
Stanley Ketchel, and apparently just
as ill fated. Luther, like Ketchel, led
a nomadic existence before he gained
fame as a ringman. Like Ketchel. !
was fond of forms of life which took
him far from the crowded cities, and,
like Ketchel, his rise to prominence as
a fighter was meteoric, says "Uncle
Bill" Naughton.
McCarty, according to his. own tell
ing, was born at Wild Horse Canon,
near Lincoln, Neb. His father was
Irish and his mother Scotch. Her father was half Indian. So far as staturfe
and bulk are concerned the McCarty
family boasted giants. Luther's father,
who is still alive, stands 6 feet 6 inches and weighs over 300 pounds. According to Luther, he had one uncle
who measured 7 feet 6 inches and
Luther himself
scaled 500 pounds.
stood 6 feet 21,& inches and weighed
in condition, a trifle over 200 poundu.
Away from the ring McCarty was a
care-freindividual. He
might almost have been called irre- sponsible. He was a
handsome-facefellow and he reveled
in cowboy stunts. Even while train
ing for his matches he loved to array
himself in rough rider costume ind
scour the adjacent country mounted
on a broncho.
He was an expert with the lariat, his
proficiency in that direction enabling
him to transfer his talents to the
stage in places where the law forbade
He claimed
displays of glovemanship.
to be a skillful camp cook a heritage
of his cowboy days and also boasted
that he had made sundry voyages as
a common sailor In seagoing ships.
year
McCarty saw his twenty-firs- t
last St. Patrick's Day. According to
the record he began his career as a
pugilist two years ago. He attracted
little attention until he knocked out
three men, all in short order and wlth- in the space of one month. This wns
only a year ago, two of the bouts tak
ing place at Springfield, Mo., and the
other at Bartlesville, Okla.
It was some little time prior to this
that McCarty fell in with his man
ager, Billy McCarney. While seeking
an opportunity to win his spurs McCarty experienced many of the hardships which abound in such instances, and McCarney, who saw promise
of future greatness in his protege, was
content to share Luther's
existence and wait for the dawn

W. E. Law
Topeka,
son, at present chief clerk of '.he
freight claim department under H. C.
freigtt claim auditor of tne
Santa Fe, will sever his connection
with that railway May 31 to accept
the position of freight claim agent of
the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louis
ville railway, with headquarters at
Chicago.
Mr. Lawson came to the Santa Fe
as head loss and damage investigator in the freight department In June,
1908, from which position he was lat
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sirable situation.
"To say that drinking and smoking,
particularly when carried to extremes,
are bad for the health, :s to assume
a perfectly logical position. But isn't t irather difficult to condemn
either one on strictly moral grounds?
And it seems to me that, women, as
well as men, should be allowed to
freely examine these pursuits according to their fancy and to judge for
themselves what is best for them,
"The home woman, with all the
comforts of domesticity, about her,
finds it hard to realize that many oth-- !
er women are leading a different sort
of life because of the work which is
'laid upon them to perform. But personally I cannot think it fair that
these last mentioned women should
be compelled to govern their lives
according to the rules and restrictions which her circumstances make
so easy for the home woman."
But Miss Shaw's own disclosures
have amply proven that "when a woman will she will" despite rules and
restrictions !
of better times.
McCarty's first performance of real
Importance was when he knocked out
NEW PLAN TO CATCH "ROOKIES" Carl Morris, the Oklahoma giant, in
St. Paul, Minn., May 30. Quarter- three rounds at Springfield in May of
master Andrew Koehn, of the United last year. McCarney, who is a versaStates, navy, has completed prepara- tile advertiser, then proclaimed that
tions to start from Park Rapids to- the name of Luther McCarty would
morrow morning on a canoe trip down "one day become a household word."
the Mississippi river to the Gulf of Aa showing how the life lines of McMexico. The trip is to be made in the Carty and Arthur Pelkey have crossed
interest of the recruiting service of at various times, It may be mentioned
the navy. Koehn will stop at all im- that Luther was billed to box Pelkey
Pelkey,
portant points along the river and in New York last August.
give short talks on the advantages of for some reason, failed to put in anhis
took
the naval service as a training for appearance and Jess Willard
boys and young men.
place. The result was a temporary
d
setback for McCarty, as Willard
lost
has
him.
Now McCarty
-uis life at Pelkey's hands.
of
Wm. J. Johnson, SO. years In the same manner the town
has figured strangely in McCalgary
old, who served over 4 Carty's fortunes. Calgary was the
years in the Civil War, scene of 'one of his earliest fights.
Luther went there unheralded and unstrength
Duffy's, whose value he known, and at the time there was nolearned when a friend gave thing to indicate, that he would ever
him a half bottle when amount to anything as a pugilist.
He besought Tommy Burns to take
sick. He is going to take
him in hand and advanced his interDuffy's as long as he lives. ests, but Burns, after looking the
' 'Your medicine does me
good, stranger over, declined to act as his
as it gives me strength.
mentor. It was to this same Calgay
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is good for all old soldiers and that Luther, as a full blown champion,
all other old people. I am going went back to meet his death, and it
to take it as long as I live. I am was the same Tommy Burns who proover 80 years old, and seryed in moted the event.
McCarty made his name heard west.
the Civil War for four years and
four months. A friend of mine He went to Frisco under engagement
gave me a half bottle when I was to box Al Kaufman, the contest taking
sick. It is a good medicine." place at the Eighth street arena last
WM. J. JOHNSON
Wm. J. Johnson, Stuart, la. October. McCarty scored an overwhelming victory, knocking out the
local heavyweight in the second
round.
i8 relied upon by thousands of
aged men and women to give and sustain
McCarty's next appearance in the
strength and energy in their advancing years. Mr. Johnson's agree able and happy-triawas with Jim Flynn at Los Anring
and proof, upon being introduced to and taking up the regular use of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey, is merely another repetition of the experience of a legion of geles. Here again he triumphed, and
vvivii warveterans ana otneragea
after that he won in handy fashion
it is tne one true
people,
medicinal whiskey and should be in every household.
from Al Palzer, whom Tom O'Rourke
Be Sure You Get Duffy's
rf New York had touted as one of the
is
sold
in
Malt
Pure
BOTTLES
SEALED
Whiskey
Duffy's
most likely American heavyweights
ONLjf by most druggists, grocers and dealers at $1.00 a
bottle. Demand Duffy and be sure the seal is unbroken, to
developed in years.
sure you are
the genuine. Write our doctois for
For defeating Palzer McCarty receiv-free advice and getting
a free, valuable illustrated medical booklet.
ed
the McCarey belt, emblematic of
The Duffy Malt WbJBkey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
,
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Quickly

iilx Vim ami
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There is no need to feel any alarm
over the symptoms uf diabetes. This
disease is apt to be purely a digestive
trouble, and for this reason the liver
is held largely responsible.
The liver
is the largest organ of the body, and
is not only a mass of thread-lik- e
blood
vessels, but throughout its entire
fabric Is intimately associated with tht
digestive system.
The thing to do is to so stimulate
the notion of this myriad of blood
vessels that each cellular part selects
its own essential nutriment by healthy
and judicious divine discretion.
This
is accomplished by S. S. S the most
potent, the most active and the most
naturally stimulating blood medicine
known. Yon do not need purgatives;
do not be alarmed at the presence of
sediment.
sugar nor of
Just stick to S. S. S, and bear In
mind that this celebrated remedy has
such a specific stimulating action on
the local cells of the liver as to preserve their mutual welfare and give a
proper relative assistance, each cell
to the other.
Dropsical tendencies are thus oversoon becomes a
biliousness
come,
memory and jaundice, malaria, afflictions of the spleen and glandular
swellings will be entirely eliminated.
You will find S. B. S.' on sale at all
drug stores and for competent medical advice, free, consult by mall the
laboratory of The Swift Specific Co.,
137 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

er promoted to be chief clerk. He is

McCarty's strong points as afighter
were his speed and cleverness. In all
his matches here In the west he fairly smothered his adversaries by the
rapidity of his glove play. He was a
clean fighter and entertained chivalrous feelings toward a beaten opponent. Boasting was entirely foreign to
his nature.
Is
Of Arthur Pelkey, not much
known. He is so new to ring sport
n fact that r(H,enty published record
bo()ks contain n0montion of tiis name
He was defeated once by Jess Willard
iii New York ard later performances
include a draw with Tommy Burns at,
Calgary and a quick defeat of Andy
Morris of Boston at the same place.
He is a
powerful fellow and
more than one expert has predicted
success for him as a championship aspirant.
Cure for Stomach Disorder!.
Disorders of the stomach may b
avoided by the use of Chamberlain'
Tablets. Many very remarkable cure
tun fcenn effected by these tablets
gol(j j,y fti ae"w-

d

x

well-stocke- d

"Elizabeth" writes, "Kindly pub
lish again the presciption for stom
ach disorders and! constipation.
I
have misplaced the letter giving the
ingredients."
Answer: Go to pour druggist and
ask for tablets triopeptine and take
according to directions, and you will
soon be entirely cured of all stomach
trouble and constipation. This Is the
ftest treatment known, for all kinds of
stomach trouble.

very popular with his associates in
the Santa Fe offices, and all of his
friends will be glad to learn of this
well deserved recognition of his attainments as a freight, claim man,
much as they rgret to see him leave
Topeka.
Mr. Lawson will ue succeeded as
"Anna" says: "1 am nervous, hys
chief c'ierk hy Clinton DeLoss Hart, terical, and very thin due to overand Mr. Hart will be succeeded as work. What can I take to regain my

head loss and damage investigator by
John W. Harper. These moves will be
followed by numerous other moves
in the freight
claim
department,
which will bring joy by way of tae
promotion route to a lot of the "boys."
Some Railway Expenditures.
As there are 90,000,00 persons m
the United States and 240,000 miles
of railway line, it follows that every
mile of railway meets the needs of
nbout 375 persons. As the capitalization of the railways of the United
States averages about $00,000 a mile,
it appears that iSie railway companies
have made an investment of about
?60,000 to meet the transportation
needs of every 375 persons, which is
equivalent to an investment of about
$160 to meet the transportation needs
of every man, woman and child In the
United States.
The freight trains of the United
States move for the 90,000,000 inhabitants of the country very nearly
everything that they eat and wear,
the materials of which their buildings were constructed, the articles with which they are furnished
and the various things of use. Aa
there are over two million freight
cars in the United States, It follows
that, roughly speaking, one freight
car is required to supply the needs of
every 45 persons.
Oil Keeps Out Dust and Weeds,
People who travel on the main line
of the S'anta Fe railway from Kinsley
to Hutchinson are greatly pleased
with the latest Improvement made for
the convenience and comfort of passengers. The roadbed has been oiled
to prevent dust, and to keep down
the weeds. Only one coat of oil has
been put on, but that Is sufficient to
.prevent dust. The roadbed Is as tree
from dust as a street after a rain.
Two more coats of oil will be put
on this year. After that one coat a
year will be sufficient The oil is
sprayed on from a car especially designed for that purpose.
More Full Crew Bill Talk.
The Chicago Tribune stated editor- -

the "white heavyweight" championship of the world. McCarty, however,
was in no hurry to defend his newly
gained laurels. He claimed that he
had earned the right to glean some of
the easy money attached to theatrical
engagements, and, with precedent to
back him, his rivals could offer no
protest.
came
When Bombardier Wells
across from England a few months
ago he challenged McCarty, but Luther declined the Issue on the score
that the New York promoters had of
fered unsuitable financial terms. Gunboat Smith agreed to box Wells, and
on the night of the contest McCarty
received anything but a cordial welto the
come on being introduced
crowd as the champion of the world.
It was his failure to accept the match
with Wella that placed him in bad
odor with the eastern sports.
"Gunboat" Smith's easy victory over
Wells made McCarty thoughful. He
felt that he had blundered in not noticing the Britisher's defi and he decided to resume ring activities. He
allowed the notion to prevail that he
would be ready to box for the championship at either Los Angeles or San
Francisco on July 4, and in the meantime he committed himself to a series
of minor bouts, which he, no doubt,
considered involved no particular risk
and at the same time comprised practical trainng for the big event on Independence day.
He boxed Jim Flynn in Philadelphia
and Frank Moran in New York an''
while he outpointed both his opponents the eastern critics declared that
McCarty did not, show championship
form, the inference being that many
months, of the high life that goes with
a footlight tour of large cities had FINGERS SO PAINFUL
dulled the edge of his dash.
The bout with Pelkey was to have
been the last of the McCarty string of
COULDNOTSLEEP
short bouts. His tactics recently, however, caused doubt to arise as to what
his intentions were in regard to a Troubled Three Years, Inflamed
match on the Fourth. One report was
and Burned. Nails Would Come
that he had accepted a theatrical enOff. Used Cuticura Soap and Ointgagement that would make a world's
ment, Fingers Perfectly Cured.
championship event in July impossible.

At
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The questions answered below, are
general in character. The 'ymptomg
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of slm
iiar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewlr Baker, College Bldg., Collegc-ElwooSts., DayO.,
ton,
enclosing :
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used In my answers.
The prescriptions can be fil'ied rt any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

R. F. D. No. 2, Box 252, Seattle. Wash.- f'The three middle fingers right at the end
of my naila troubled me for throe years. They
would get so Inflamed, burn
and be so painful I could
not sleep. It seemed every
time I had my hands in
soapy water they would get
worse. They would be so
very sore, then the nails
would come off, and no
more would a new one grow
on when they wouid begin
to get sore again. The nail came off my
third Anger four times. I tried everything
with no results until one day I read of a lady
Who seemed to iiave had a similar trouble
cured by Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
I
decided to try them and sent for a sample.
COc.
box of Culicura Ointment
I bought a
and some Cuticura Soap and now I am
thankful my fingers are perfectly cured and
iny nails perfectly smooth. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment cured me." (Signed) Mrs.
Jtleke Hinton, Apr. 21. 1012.
If you wish a skin clear of pimples, blackheads and other annoying eruptions, hands
soft and white, hair live and glossy, and
scalp free from dandruff and itching, begin
y
the regular use of Cuticura Soap fur
the toilet, bath and shampoo, assisted by
an occasional light application of Cuticura
Ointment. 8old by druggists and dealers
everywhere. liberal sample of each mailed
Skin Book. Address postfree, with 32-card "Cuticara, Dept. T, Boston."
tf"Tcndt--faeemen should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving St ick. 25c Sample free.

Also use the following in connection
with the above to thoroughly cleanse
the nostrils: Use one-nateaspoonful of the Vilane powder to a pint of
warm water, snuff the water through
the nostrils several times a day and
your catarrh Bhould soon be cured.
To prevent a return this should be
used occasionally.
if

"Tom M." writes: "I am on'iy twenty years old, but my hair is falling
out very rapidly. My scalp Is covered with dandruff. What can I get to
cure it?"
Answer: To cure dandruff and stop
original vitality?"
falling hair use plain yellow mlnyol.
You will gradually re- This you can get at any
Answer:
gain your original strength by using drug store in 4 oz. jars, and if used
syrup of hypophosphites comp. 5 ozs.; regularly It will cure any scalp distincture cadomene comp. 1 oz. Mix ease and prevent premature baldness.
and take a teaspoonful before mea'.s. Many people have reported a cure by
This Is the best system tonic that I using two or three applications.
know of.
"J. W." writes: "I should ha the
Mrs. P. R. asks:
"I am troubled happiest woman in the world if I
with a large goitre and am very could find a true remedy to help me
fleshy; eo much so that I am uncom- gain flesh. I have regular features,
fortable. What do you advise me to but I am so thin that I am- homely.
Can you give me a prescription?"
do?"
Answer: I receive dally bo many
Five-graiAnswer:
orbolene tab
lets should be taken regularly. If gratifying letters from users of three
e
tablets. These
this is done your goitre and abnormal grain
can
tablets
be
little
will
bought at any
fat
gradually be reduced. These
tablets are sold in sealed tubes, with
drug store In sealed packages. Full directions are given. I
fu't directions for home use.
advise that you begin taking them at
"Edna T." writes:
"I wish you once and continue their use tor sevwould recommend a remedy for kid- eral months and you will gain fleFh.
ney and liver trouble. I have dark Many people report that a tvo
spots before my eyes, dizzy spells months' treatment will Increase their
weight from 15 to 30 pounds.
and also twinges of rheumatism."
tablets wi'il also improve
Answer: I have received many letters from people who have used the your complexion, giving you rosy
following remedy and been cured of cheeks and lips and an Increased
all trouble such as you mention. Get sparkle to the eyes.
three grain sulpherb tablets (not sul
"American Girl" writes: "For some
pur tablets), and take according tt
directions given. They are sold at years I have been troubled with rheuany
drug etore and are matism. I have tried almost every
"cure" but they did not help me."
thoroughly reliable.
Answer: The best known prescrip"Louise" Get the following pre- tion for the cure of rheumatism U.
scription filled and give 10 to 15 drops Iodide of potassium, 2 drams; sodium
In water before meals to cure your salicylate, 4 drams; wine of colchl-culittle boy of bedwetting. Comp. fluid
oz.; comp, essence cardlol, 1
balmwort, 1 oz.; tincture rhusaro-mati- oz comp fluid balmwort, 1 oz., and
2 drams, and tincture cubens,
syrup sarsaparilia, 5 ozs. Mix by
1 dram.
This should be given one shaking well in a bottle and take a
hour before meals.
teaspoonful at meal time and at bed
m
m
m
time, and you will not only be re"Helen" writes:
"My nostrils and lieved, but cured, if you continue its
throat are badly affected with catarrh use for a short time.
and my breath is very ofiensive. I
aiso suffer a great deal with head"Frank S." writes: "I would like
ache and pain in my eyes. Can any- to have the formula for a reliable
thing be done to i.elp me?"
cough cure as I have a very severe
Answer:
Antiseptic Vilane powder cough which is becoming very annoyhas been prescribed with great suc- ing."
cess and the number of letters reAnswer: The best remedy that I
ceived daily from the hundreds el know of for coughs and colds Is made
grateful people who have been cured by mixing a 2 oz. bott'ie of concenof catarrh would indicate its curative trated essence mentro-Iaxen- e
with a
value. Get at the druggists a two home-mad- e
sugar syrup. Yoa will
ounce original package of Vilane pow-de- find full directions on the bottle how
mix a level teaspoonful with ; n to make and use. This witl make a
ounce of vaseline or lard and apply full pint of the finest and cheapest
wen up in the nostrils twice a tay cough medicine obtainable.
well-stocke-
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ially in a recent issue that the
full crew bill, agitated In several states, is essentially harmful 'legislation. "The public as well as trainmen," the Tribune says, "are interested In having enough men in servtce
on all trains. There will be ample
support for that. But the full crew
bill is the wrong way to insure it. It
is a measure bad in principle and it
wfil be bad in practice. It will discredit regulation of public utilities

and establish a wrong precedent for
regulatory legislation. It should be
dropped by organlzezd labor and the
Influence misdirected on its behalf
turned into better channels."
Double Track to Coast.
The Santa Fe railway is pushing its
double track work rapidly west of Albuquerque. The company's plan is to
have a two track railroad from Chicago to the Pacific coast in time for
the Panama exposition. The two
tracks now run side by side from Chicago to Newton, a distance of 654
miles. From Newton the lines divide,
one going by way of Colorado, the
other by way of the Panhandle of
Texas, coming together at Rio Puerto,
N. M., near Albuquerque, a distance
of 753 miles. More than BOO miles

double track construction on the
coast line already has been completed, and with good luck the job will
be finished by January 1, 1915.
Of

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you ha e a bald coa you
want a remedy that will not only give

relief, but effect a prompt aad permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
Chamberlaln'B
nothing
injurious.
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements. It acts on jature's plan,
relieves the lungs, alls crpectorat,ca,
opens the secretions and restores th'
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide ep,la and
use, and can always be de"ended
upon.

Sold by all dea'tera.

INTERESTS EVERY WOMAN
.:h i fit or said recently that
women come to him thinking that
hey have female trouble im; when
be treats them tor their kidneys pud
'adder they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also t'.vt Foloy
Kidney Pi'tls are the best and safesit
medicine at Buch tlms. They era
tonic la action, quick la results. Tw
will help you. O. O. Scttaefer and E l
Cross Dmg Stora
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mies. A leader among these men was
Carson not a leader in the
but a recognized leader In deetls.
There was no story that he could not
match, out of his experiences as n
hunter. at Beunt's fort, as a guardian
of wagon trains on the Santa Fe trail,
as a free trapper in the wilds or as
a pathbreaking adventurer who had
literally wormed, his way through hosCalifortile Indian country into far-of- f
nia and the northwest, or across the
burning deserts of northern Mexico.
It is about this Carson of earlier
days that romance clusters thickest
When fame and the shoulder-strap- s
came to him, he bore his honors easily but he talked even less than before, and when he did talk there was
none at hand to write. But the fame
of the man' grows greater
year by
year, as civilization raises a constantly
thickening dust of travel on the trails
Carson broke or guarded. One can
journey by automobile along a made-ove- r
Santa Fe trail now, and Bent's
fort, where Carson hunted buffalo for
years and kept the post supplied with
fresh meat, is nothing but a monuBut men still
ment and a memory.
talk of Kit Carson wherever he and
his men of aos made the paths that
turned Into highways, an sometimes
into highways of steel. The more
monuments to such men, the better it
speaks for the west, and the heartier
denial It gives to the ancient sneer
that gratitude Is merely a lively sense
of favors to come.
story-mii-in-
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PLAN TO SUPPRESS VICE.
St. Paul, Minn., May 30. The Wal- law, enacted by the Min
nesota legislature with a view to supn

NORMAL CLOSES

A

SUCCESSFUL
YEAR
(Continued

from Page One)

dangers which beset the American
republic, and which he asked the
graduates to help to combat. Judge
Pope appealed for a sane regard for
the sacredness of the constitution.
He said it is a document which tne
people show too great a desire to
change. He said he heartily approved
Af many amendments, among which
are the direct election of United
States senators and the income tax,
but he declared that the fundamental
law should not be tampered with to
meet every whim of the people. At
this point Judge Pope explained that
he was handling the subject from a
he would
standpoint;
not attempt to criticise any attempts
of any particular party to better existing government, as many questions
now agitated will have to be worked
out to a successful solution. Judge
Pope declared he believed good
judgment would prevail, as it has always done, and that the predictions
of Europeans the American republic
cannot stand will be set at naught
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"DO IT ELECTRICALL Y" o
HIE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT, Inc., announces after careful consideration of nearly three thousand designs and slogans submitted by various contestants, that the prize of $100 for the best slogan to popularize electricity was
awarded to five contestants who submitted the same slogan:

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
The five contestants being:

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
I

It

s giving you

4 a present for

8;

rough-and-read- y

2--

do-- f

The $100 prize for the most suitable trade-mar- k
design was awarded to
Philip S. Dodd, New York City. The prize winning design is reproduced herevith:
MEMBER OF
V

X
'

S0NS'AA
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
RFAUTIFUL
;'

GHEY
LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S
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"DO IT ELECTRICALLY

THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT, Inc., and the undersigned,
its local representative, desire to (hank the many people who contributed suggestions for their interest in the contest.

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
of the Switch" and Electricity will serve you in a thousand ways.
Electricity makes your home brighter and more attractive.
Electricity does away with the ho nsewife's drudgery.
Elec'ricity is the most efficient form of power.
An Electric Siga is a business getter.
"A Twitch
-

.

At your request our representative
write or phone for an appointment.

The loo

WegzsG

"The Public is Entitled

to

will be pleased to consult with you.

Just

o

Light

Courteous Treatment and to Best Possible Service'
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guerlte Bernard, Bessie Cavanau;!),
Samuel Jesse Daley, Alaska Nevada
Davis, Nona Zoe Davis, Eva Felton,
Jennie Pearl Hutchison, Kate Hope
Livingston, Leona Whitcomb-Logue- ,
Aurora Refugio Lucero, Addie Mair,
Artie Leona McMahon, Mary o.
Rufus Mead, Elmyra Miller,
Daisy Carolyn Murphy, Manette Alice
Myers, Philip Power, Rose May Power, Charles L. Schreck, Myrtle Elinor
Skaggs, Astynix Douglas Smith, Rachel V. Smith, Pryor B. Timmons, Ella
Josephine Young.
Candidates for degree, master ot
pedagogy John C. Baker, Anna Ryan
Bruce, Jennie Pearl Hutchison, Ka':
Hope Livingston, Leona Whitworth-Logue- ,
Rufus MeacL Florence Oel'a
Iialr, Helen Papen, Manette Alice
Myers.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara end Tip
lakes, which are the two r;vthcrn- most of th group of Kroen gV: lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will he allowed to hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
bers of the club, and all persons, go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organiza
tion. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
KANSAS

LIVE STOCK

CITY

Kansas City, May 30 Hogs, re
ceipts 4,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
ing something
higher. Bulk of sales $8.608.70;
you 'd do' any
packers and butchers $S.608.75;
way when you
lights $8.658.75; pigs $6.508.
learn how Much
Cattle, receipts 500. Market strong.
fed steers f8.258.C5; dressed
Prime
Better EMPRESS
beef steers $7.258.25v western
FLOUR really is. g steers
southern steers
,$6.7568.25;
Made by GER- ?5.75p7.60r cowg $4.507.10; heifMAN PROCESS 3 ers $5.508.40; stockers and feeders
$6.508; bulls $67.25; calves $7
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

o
o
o
o
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E. B. Featherstone, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Jose, Cal.
K. Tornberg, 91 Hanover St., Lynn, Mass.
Max Lovventhal, New York.
C. B. Biggers, League of Jovian Interests, St. Louis, Mo.
J. A. Burk, United Electric Light & Power Company, New York.

NOTICE,

For YOU!
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o
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is (he prize winning slogan
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nouncing the gift, she has always
been ready and willing to give ner
services for the benefit cf the school.
One of her triumphs this year was
the organization of the Wormal orchestra, an excellent aggregation of

n

"

,J W KJ WW w w W

'Miss
check.
wlith ja jsibstantlal
Cluxton's department is
but, as Dr. Roberts said in an-

Interesting remarks were made by
the guests of honor at the conclusion
Judge Pope said one of the dangers of the awarding of prizes. Ail spoke
which beset the republic is the care-lea- s highly of the work being done by the
acquiescence of the people to ex- school.
Music was furnished by the Noristing conditions. There is too much
tolerance of misconduct and incomp- mal band and the Normal Glee club.
etence In office. People have a ten- On account of the lateness of the
dency to obey those laws which they hour the Normal orchestra, which
believe to be just and to disregard was scheduled to play at the concluand wink at infractions of statutes sion of the program, did not appear.
The
which they do not approve.
The solo of Miss Edna Gerard in
speaker said there is a laxity in en- connection with the singing of Schuforcing certain laws which a majority bert's "Serenode" by the glee club,
of the people seem not to regard as was excellent. Miss Marguerite Cluxbeneficial or necessary, and too much ton appeared at the opening of the
leniency in punishing those who break program in a piano solo, which was
the laws.
well rendered.
"Enforce the laws we have," said
Diplomas and degrees last night
Judge Pope, "or else repeal them. To were conferred on practically all of
let them remain on the statute books the following; those who did not reunenforced dbreeds a spirit of disre- ceive .their sheepskins last night will
gard for law that is unwholesome."
get their diplomas this fall.
Judge Pope said the nation is menCandidates for academic diplomas
aced by a multiplicity of laws. He, Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, S. Omar Barspoke for better laws and better law ker, Agnes Brinegar, Henry LeRoy
enforcement as a remedy for many Rrown, Lucy Elizabeth Clement, Marie
evils. He declared in many states a Lorella V. Clement, Frank Morgan
man can break hundrds of laws dally
Culberson, Willie Mae Culberson, Eli
without once
infracting the moral zabeth Grace Elliott, Carl Ellis, Lucy
code. Fewer laws, uniform laws and Madeline
Floyd,' Solomon Gailegos,
laws that the people can understand Edna Beatrice
Gerard, Mary Ete'
are badly needed, asserted the speakHays, Leonard Hosklns, Pauline Jara- er.
millo, Rose Kellogg, Clare Vane Koog-ler- ,
Judge Pope called attention to the
Lorena Rachel Livingston, Howrefusal of influential people to ex- ard
Bjornson Petersen, Mina Pochel,
press their views on public questions, Phoebe
Tillinghast Russell, Manuel
to take part in the nomination and
Antonio
Sanchez, Chesley Hilburn
election
of public officers, and to
Thomason, Alfonso Jose Trujilio.
serve the state as officials
when
Normal diCandidate for five-yea-r
called upon to do so. He deplored the
ploma Florence Louise Trahey.
lack of patriotic men to serve in pufr
Candidates for degree, bachelor of
lie office, declaring that one should
Freda Frank Appei, John
pedagogy
consider it his duty to his state and
C. Baker, Maud Wimber Baker, Grace
his country to do whatever public
Gertrude Barker, Mabel Benfer, Mar- service fell to his lot. He said the

d

.

awarded to Omar Barker, Pryor B.
Timmons and1 Mary Hays.
Three handsome prizes for the best
art work in the Annualoffered by
Regent Eugenio Romero of Mora,
were awarded to Bernice Rhodes, Aurora Lucero and Lucy Clement.
Miss Alice Kier was presented with
a handsome watch, offered by Robert
J. Taupert for the best Latin scholar
in the school.
To Paul Marseile was given a pair
of shoes oftered by C. v. Hedgcock
for the best scholarship In the eighth
grade.
Presentaqion Mortimer was given a
dozen photos by J. L. Tooker. Marti- nier has not been absent or torady In
three years.
Miss Liva Lichty, director of the
glee club, was presented with a hand-- '
some bracelet by the members of the
organization.
As the gift of the board of regents,
in appreciation for her services in
connection with the musical activi
ties of the school, Miss Marguerite
Cluxton, head of the deportment of
instrumental music, was presented

once more.

-
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PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT pressing disorderly and gambling reTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
sorts by preventing the use of proper
PAID FOR
ty for improper purposes, came Into
The law has several
Advertisers are guaranteed the effect today.
ttner Its provisions
features,
unique
circulation
and
weekly
largest daily
citizen
may
begin a civil action
any
of any newspaper In northern New
to abate a nuisance, the resorts being
Mexico.
classed as nuisances.
Any attornev
which will
the
action,
prosecute
may
TELEPHONES
Main I be brought In the name of the state.
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 9 If the court finds that the charges
NEWS DEPARTMENT
an order will he Issued closing
the property for one year, confiscating the household goods in the places
FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.
and ordering their sale, and fining the
THIS WEST AND KIT CAKSOX property owner $300. Under the lav
the property owner is presumed to bo
Trinidad Is going to dedicate a aware of the purpose to which the
monument to Kit Carson on Memorial property is being put. The attorney
:
If successful,
day a fine equestrian statue, the prosecuting the case,
10
Is
to
be
per cent of the fines
given
work of Augustus Lukenian and Fred
Ameri- and the amount realized from the
eritk G. R. Roth,
'
can sculptors, says the Denver Repu- sale of goods. To guard against the
the
it is provided thai
law
'
of
abuse
"
'
v
blican.
tnat an action
convinced
if
the
court,
a
It is fitting that Trinidad, being
In being brought In bad faith, may dis.
"Santa Fe Trail town," should honor
miss the case and assess the costs
Carson, much of whoso lifa In early
the citizen who brought it.
against
Colo
in
was
southeastern
spent
days
rado. It is only unfortunate that the
BUTT MEMORIAL SHAFT
biographers have even less to work
Washington, May 30. A monument
upon than the sculptors and artists
tc Major Archibald W. Butt, military
In Carson's case. There are several
to Presidents Roosevelt and Taft,
authentic portraits of the Carson of aid
who was lost in the Titanic dis
and
early days, but, though probably more
on April IS, 1912, was unveiled
aster,
was written about Kit Carson than
In
about any other man of his period,, with impressive exercises today
The
the
Nationa'i
cemetery.
Arlington
unfortunately those writers who came monument consists
granof a
in contact with the man seem to have
was erected by
Latin
and
ite,
cross,
been of the highly Imaginative order.
A portion of
more Intent on seeins their own "fine Major Butt's brothers.
"A devoted son question of taking office should be
the
says;
inscription
auan
writing" in print than giving
and
an
efficient of- more determined by patriotic than
brother,
thentic picture of their subject. To
in death as mercenary motives. Judge Pope dea
friend
who,
loyal
ficer,
eeparate the wheat from the chaff in
God
and hu clared that there are many good ofin
served
life,
faithfully
the numerous biographies of Carson
manity." The monument stands on ficers in many places, but that condi13 an endless task. No man in Ameria site selected by Major Butt himself tions would be improved' were the
can history offered more opportuni- in
more in vogue
1903, while he held the offtee of principle he advocated
ties to the conscientious biographer
land.
the
quartermaster, in Washington and had throughout
nnd none has suffered more from un
In conclusion Judge Pope advised
of the cemetery. The location
charge
worthy handling of material. The is near old Fort McPherson and a the graduates to take a great lnter- frenzy of Ned Buntline and other sen- short distance from the Miles maiisc-- l
'n PUbli" affairs and to do their
sational writers of the day seems to Ieum.
duty by their county, state and coun- have seized most of those who went
try in a fearless and willing manner.
to Kit Carson for material, and instead
He declared that this is the best way
HENLEY.
READY FOR AMERICAN
of biography one gets the most fanto become a useful citizen.
Philadelphia, Pa-- ' May 30. College,
tastic drivel,., exceeded only by the school and club oarsmen from many
Following the address of Judge
atrocious biography of that famou?
Dr. Roberts announced the
in2
Pope
the
for
ate
here
readiness
points
trapper, "Jim" Beckwourth. Like Car- eleventh annual regatta of the Amer- awards of prizes. First he called atson, Beekwourth had a great story. ican
tention to the beautiful manner in
Rowing association, which will
which the auditorium has been decoAny newspaperman of today could take
place tomorrow over the Schuylhave taken the life history of the trap- kill river
rated and improved. He said that
will
course; The program
'
per as It came from the man's own include contestB for- first and second Charles Ilfeld, one of the members
lips and made a wonderwork of It. single sculls, first double scul'is, first !of the board of regents, had agreed
but the Boswell into whose hands this four "ecuirs," ""first' and "second four- - ' to aonaie io me bcuuui a uauunmiic
prairie 'Johnson v.tis delivered was the oarei shells, first eight-oare- d
shells, meze, wnicnvwiu maicu
He
victim of a mania for "fine; wrftjing,,'"
eight-oareollegiauM
shells, ready Installed in the auditorium..
junior
will
and
1912
1913
of
classes
and lufitory has suffered in
said.
the
special interclub second eight-oareeifrht-oarequencel
make similar donations
;wm
(At.rtniHr
Not even Fremont in his reports d shells.
For various reasons Several prizes
Carson Justice. It appears that the
were not contested for this year, mit
riuiot Carson played second fiddle, In
it was announced that competition
MONUMENT TO CHRISTIANS.
Fremont's estimation, to a Frenoli- - Princeton. N. J.. May 30. A monu- - would occur next year. To Pryor B.
Canadlaa trapper. La Jeunesse, whom ment to coramemorate the rise of the Timmons, Ruth Condon, Manuel San-Fremont calls "my favorite man." .The Vorl(rB christiari student Federation jchez, Theodore Skinner, Louise Jara"
men who were associated with Carson was unveiled todav on the campus of mmo ana kuwi
as
during the long years of his residence Princeton university. Dr. John" R. ed rings bearing the Normal seai,
at Taos, where he is buried, were not Molt presided at the ceremony. The the gift of the members of the board
of the writing kind. No doubt there monument is a gift from Cleveland H. of regents. These young people made
dewas enough to k?ep a score of writing Dodge, of New York, who was a stud- the best records in studies and
classes.
men busy In those days between trap-Di- ent at the university when the feder- portment in their respective
Miss Guadalupe Baca was awarded
seasons, when Carson and a ation was first formed by a small
handsome urn, donated by William
a
mountain
score of
group of students.
men like Tom Tobin gathered at tha;
Springer, for having attained the
sciMILLERS ASK EQUAL TARIFF.
highest grades In the domestic
meeting place of the trailmakcrs and
Baca's
Miss
grade
St Louis, Mo., May 30. Several ence department
talked over their experiences. Here
Her closest competitor
were the forelopers the pathbreakers hundred members of the Millers' Na- was 97
men who lived in the tional Federation met In conference received 97.
( civilization
Three handsome prizes donated by
wilds, without even salt in their pack, In St Louis today to further conD. "W. Veedor of the board of
on
John
an
equal tariff
nd who shouldered their way, in sider the subject of
for the best literary work
will
The
conference
regents
..wheat
aad
fclafles
flour
cases
the
alone,', among
many
the Normal Annual were
for
tomorrow.
done
that were the haunts of savage ene-- ! continue over
ALL

j
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10.50.

Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market weak.
Lambs $78.50; yearlings $5.507;
wethers $4.506; ewes $405.75;
stockers and feeders $3.505.
LORD CROSS 90 YEARS OLD.

Cross
London, May 30. Viscount
today joined the distinguished little
group of nonagenarian peers, having
been born May 30, 1823. Lord Cross
filled the office of home secretary in
the latter part of the seventies and
later served for some years as secre
tary for India.
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PERSONALS
F. E. Clarke of Albuquerque was a
business visitor In the city today.
J. H. Toulouse of Albuquerque was
a business visitor lu Las Vegas today.
J. T. Rogers, of Dallas, Texas, was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.

Daniel Burks left last night for Trinidad where he will visit relatives for
a short time.
E. F. McKesson of Santa Fe came
In last night for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
of Albuquerque
C. B. Summers
came in last night for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal left
this morning for the Hot Springs
where they spent the day.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. McCarty of Los
Angeles, Calif., came in last night for
a few days' visit in Las Vegas.
Tenn.,
G. L. Scott of Wotango,
came in last nigh and will be a visitor iu Las Vegas for the coming few
days.
Mrs. M. J. Stewart of Los Angeles
is in Las Vegas for a several months'
visit with her daughter, Mrs. G. Fish-burI. W. B. Davis of Cimarron, Kan.,
came in last night for a few days'
visit in Las Vegas on his way to Los
Angeles.
Mrs. William

Abernathy returned
this afternoon from Denver after having been a visitor there for the past
two weeks.

AUTO KILLS

Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
and Mrs. Lucero left this afternoon
with their daughter, Miss Aurora, for
their home in Santa Fe. Miss Aurora
will remain in Santa Fe during tht
summer.
,
Miss Alaska Davis of Raton came In
yesterday evening to attend the graduating exercises of the New Mexico
Normal University. Miss Davis will
attend the summer session of that institution.
of
M. R. Williams, superintendent
the bridge and building department of
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe Railway company, returned this
afternoon from Raton where he has
few
been on business for the past

33K

A WOMAN

Denver, May 30. Mrs. Corinne Glazier, aged 2G, of Chicago, died today j TODAY'S BASEBALL
from injuries received last night when
she was knocked down and dragged
THE MORNING GAMES
Thomas
by a speeding automobile.
Straub, aged 19, son of Alderman L
American League
Straub, has been ordered under surMay 30. Washington
Washington,
veillance. The authorities say he was
morning.
Boston
this
beat
driving the machine. Mrs. Glazier's
R. H. E.
mother and a sister live at Clarinda,
'.
Boston

Iowa.
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fashioned single acting
baking powders.
!
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And you pay only a fair
price for it.
No baking powder should sell
formate.

A
j

you are sure to obtain a receipt for everything you pay for.
4

Positive
Proof

1
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2
1
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We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On the

Daily Balances of Checking Accounts

TRUST GO.

(El

Capital

S. S. Temple of Denver came in tMs
afternoon and will begin tomorrow
the surveying for the completion ofthe
Irrigation project on the Las Vegas
grant. M. C. Hinderlider of Denver
in also expected to arrive in Las Vegas soon, andt the work will be pushed
ahead.
Miss Manette Alcle Myers, head of
the department of industrial education
of New Mexico, left this afternoon for
Santa Fe after having been a visitor
in Laa Vegas for the past few days.
Miss Myers received a diploma at the
commencement exercises of the New
Mexico Normal University last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvan N. White left
this afternoon for their home in Santa
Fe aiter having attended the graduatNor-maing exercises of .the New Mexico
University last night. Mr. White,
who is the superintendent of public
instruction for New Mexico, expressed
himself as being much pleased with
the wonderful progress of the Normal
this year.
E. H. Dorsey and family drove in
last evening from Albuquerque on
their way from Los Angeles to their
home in Lima, Kan. They made the
car and have
trip in an Abbott-Detrocome al'i the way from Los Angeles
with one inflation of the tires. They
are taking notes cn the ocean to ocean highway and find the roads in
New Mexico worthy of mention as
fair.

lighter, nicer biscuits, cakes
and pastry than the old

4

When your canceled check is returnee! to you by this institution that you
have made payment to the proper parties. Start a checking account and
pay all your hills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and

You

4 7
1
Washington
and
Wood
Batteries:
Nunamaker;
MRS. PANKHURST OUT.
London, May 30. Mrs. Emmelyn Groom and Henry.
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
Philadelphia, May 30. Philadelphia
leader, was again released from Hoi- New York this morning.
defeated
rewas
this
She
evening.
loway jail
R. H. E.
moved in a motor ambulance to a
2 4
2
York
New
startMrs.
house.
friend's
Pannhurst
3 3 1
ed a "hunger strike" as soon as she Philadelphia
Louisville, May 30. The Colonels
Batteries: Ford and Sweeney; Wyc-kof- f von the morning game.
on iviay 26, after
was
and Lapp. Ford held PhiladelR. IT. E.
enjoying a temporary release on ac- 3
3 11
count of her "hunger strike" a month phia without a hit until the ninth i' Toledo
.
Louisville
ning.;'
9 11 2
ago.
Batteries: Henderson and DeVoght;
- TEXAS MAN HONORED.
Chicago, May 30. The Tigers won Powell, J.audermilk and Severold.
Washington, May 30 Thad Thomp- this morning.
R. H. E.
son, a wealthy business man of AusMinneapolis, May 30. Minneapolis
3 7
1 was
Detroit
been
nas
for
selected
tin, Texas.,
easy for St. Paul this morning.
2 7 2
R. H. E.
minister,, to Colombia, to .succeed Chicago
Batteries: Lake and McKee; Lang, St. Paul
Minister Dubois. Mr. Thompson was
.....7 12 2
4
a delegate to the Baltimore conven- Scott and Schley.
3 7
Minneapolis
tion and has been an active worker
Batteries:
Walker and Miller;
National League
in democratic ranks. He is a personYoung, R. Smith and Smith.
' Boston, May 30 Brooklyn
beat
al friend of Postmaster vienera'i
Boston this morning.
Western League

JMrs. J. B. Allen returned this af
MIDDLEWEIGHT BOUT AT INDIANternoon from Amarillo, Texas, after
APOLIS LAST NIGHT LOST
BY PITTSBURGH ER.
having been a visitor there for the
past two weeks.
Harold Kohn returned this afternoon
Indianapo'iis, In.d., May 30. Jack
from Roswell where he has been for
outboxed
Dillon, of Indianapous,
the past .winter attending the New
Frank Klaus of Pittsburgh, in a
Mexico Military Institute.
bout here last night. Klaus did
B. H. Hughes of Maxwell came in
not land over a dozen blows that
counted.
yesterday afternoon to attend the
commencement exercises of the New
Klaus did not put up the fight that
Mexico Normal University.
was expected of him. Several times
W. S. Rose, representative for the
he hung on in the clinches and seemed to be waiting for his seconds to
Shillings company of San Francisco,!
came in this afternoon for a few days' WILSON HAS HARD TIME signal him what to do next. After
business visit in Las Vegas.
the first five rounds, Dillon was the
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carvill returned
GETTING HIS LUNCH aggressor.
this afternoon from Denver where
Both fighters appeared to weary
and the first five rounds were tame.
they have been for the past two weeks
PRESIDENT TAKES TRIP TO BAL- They would spar and clinch, holding
visiting friends and relatives.
on until Referee Tommy Dillon, who
Mrs. C. M. Dougherty and son,
TIMORE AND FINDS RESTAURIs no relation to the fighters, and
left this afternoon for Los AnANTS FILLED
whose real name Is Henry Pxice, pullgeles, Calif., where they will spend
ed them apart.
the summer visiting relatives.
Baltimore, May 30. President
Mrs. Adolph Nelson and children
and his family slipped on the
The sixth round and all the reof Sapello came in last evening for j quiet lnt0 town m an automobile, this mainder were Dillon's. Klaus tried his
a few days' visit with Avs. Nelson s afternoon, and went to a hotel for famous chop in the sixth, but could
not make it connect He seemed un
luncheon.
father, S. D. Kline, of this city.
Miss Leila Brown left this afternoon
The president and his party, who able to penetrate Dillon's defense at
!
Miss came
for her home in Springer.
entirely, unannounced, first at- close quarters.
Brown has been attending the Normal tempted to get their meal at a North
Dillon, in the eighth, .cut the
Charles street restaurant but were unUniversity during the past winter.
eye with a vicious short
Mrs. George E. Morrison and chil- able to obtain service through lack of arm jab and staggered Klaus with a
dren returned this afternoon from accommodations, the place
being hard right swing to the jaw.
Denver where they have been visiting crowded with customers.
In the ninth and tenth rounds, Dilfriends for the past three weeks.
Few recognized the president as his lon tried hard for
knockout, hut
Mrs. F. E. Green left this afternoon car drew up at the curb in front of was unable to land with the necesfor her home at Meridian, Kan., after the restaurant, and only cursory glan sary steam. Klaus missed a hard
having been the guest of her brother, ces were given the visitors as Miss swing in thi ninth and Dillon landFred Phillips, for the past few months. Margaret Wilson stepped from the car ed right and lefts to the face which
Misses Mildred and Mary McMahon and made her way Into the restaurant, brought the blood in a stream.
Both fighters weighed In under 160
left this afternoon for their home at the remainder of the party following
Clovls after having been the guests slowly behind.
pounds in the afternoon.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Copeland for
"Have you a table for our party?"
the past few days.
she asked of one of the waitresses.
Dr. G. M. Jones left this afternoon
Receiving no reply, according to
for Albuquerque and Gallup where he those who were within hearing dis- PEACE TREATY
will be employed for the coming few tance, she repeated the question with
days making tubercular testa of a no better results. Then the presiSIGNED TODAY
large number of cattle,
dent's daughter walked from the room,
Misses Lola and Bertha Hixenbaugh with the information for her friends
left this afternoon for their home at that they could not be accommodated
Raton where they will spend the sum- and thai they must seek refreshments BALKANS' WAR WITH TURKEY
IS ENDED; BULGARIANS ATmer. They will return next year to at another place. The party
TACK THE GREEKS.
attend school at the Normal.
ed their automobile and drove to a
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Wilson of Otta- hotel, where
they ate their luncheon
London, May 30. The preliminary
wa, Kan., drove In last evening In in the main dining room.
their auto. They are en route from The proprietress of the restaurant treaty of peace was signed' at St.
their home to Los Angeles, and will was still fluttering with chagrin and James palace by the delegates of all
the Balkan allies and of Turkey toremain in Las Vegas for the coming embarrassment half an hour later,
Sir Edward Grey, the' British
few days.
"Yes, I know that it was the presi day.
William Lord returned this after- dent and his party in the auto," she foreign secretary, presided at the
... ,,
noon from Roswell where he has been said, "but what could I do. The room meeting..
The Bulgarian and Turkish peace
for the past winter attending the &w was packed. We were full and bf fore
MfixicoMiIitary Institute.' He wlllre-niai- any of the tables could be cleared they delegates also signed a protocol pro"
viding; for the immediate removal of
ill Las Vegas, a short, time, and had. left"?
their respective armies from the scene
then si, to New Tfoik" wTiere Ke wili
Leaving the hotel about 3 o'clock
join hi father, Dr. F. R. Lord, who the presidential-- , party started for a ot operations.': i
recently went to that place to spend ' run through Green S irln valley and
several months.
,
Fighting at Praya.
return to Washington
London, May 30. Bulgarian artillery at Prava opened fire on the
Greek position in the direction of
Eleuthra last night, according to the
Exchange Telegraph company's representative In Athens.
Owing to this aggression by the
is Dure.
is health
Bulgarians, a portion of the Greek!
ful.
fleet has been sent to Eleuthra.
It
make

KC
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THE PEOPLES BANK

days.

t
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TUXEDO HORSE SHOW OPENS.
Tuxedo, N. Y., May
30. Society
turned out In force today for the
opening of the annual exhibition of
the Tuxedo Horse Show association.
Thirty-tw-

o

classes are embraced

the list of entries this year.

In

Boston

1

2

1

Batteries:
Regan, Yingling
Miller; Tyler and Whaling.

and

G.O A L. ACJ D V7
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

St. Joseph, Mo., May 30. Wichita,
5; St. Joseph, 14, was the score of

E. B.

the morning game.

S. B.

YESTERDAY'S

Jefiersbn Raynolds, President.
Raynolds, Vice President Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
,

BASEBALL.

National League
Pittsburgh, May 3. The Pirates
At New York: New York, 7; Philbeat Chicago in the morning game.
adelphia, 6.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis: Cincinnati, 13; St.
I 6 3 Louis, 10.
Chicago
2 7 0
At Pittsburg:
Pittsburgh ... .,
Pittsburg, 5; ChiBresna-han- ;
and
Reulbach
Batteries;
cago, 4.
Camnitz and Simon.
American League.
At Chicago: Chicago, 3; Detroit, 2.
St. Louis, May 30. Cincinnati won
At Washington. Washington, 5;
a
game from St. Louis.
Boston, 2.
R.H.E. At Cleveland: Cleveland, 6; St.
2
5 12
Cincinnati
Louis, 3.
3 10 t
St. Louis
At Philadelphia:
Philadelphia, 6;
Batteries: Ames and Kling; Salee, New York, 5.
Western. League.
Geyer, Harmon and McLean.
At Denver; Denver, 8; Uncoln, 4.
few VnrV Mav 30. New York
At Sioux City: Sioux City, 4; Omabeat the Phillies.
ha, 3.
;.
R.H.E
At Des Moines: Des Moines, 5;
6 10 0
PhiladelDhia
4.
8
0 1
New York
At St. Joseph: Wichita, 5; St. JosBatteries: Brennan, Moore, Seaton eph, 0.
and Donlin; Fromme, Marquard and

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$199,000

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits f35,OQ0

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

;

,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

..

To-pek- a,

Meyers.

STANDING

ET

QUITS THE JOB

13
18
Kansas City, May 30. The Blues Boston
12
25
Cincinnati
lost to Milwaukee this morning.
'
American League.
R.H.E.
Won Lost
Ciub
'..13 12 0
Milwaukee
25
10
Philadelphia
Kansas City
.'...8 10 2 Cleveland!
12
27
Batteries: Nicholson, Slapnlckaand
16
....20
Washington
Zabel
Vaughn,
Schlitzer,
Hughes;
22
18
Chicago
Rhoades, Covington and Kritcbell.

St. Louis

19
14
16

Boston
Detroit 1
New York

Where
Shall We
Qo This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to
question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outinar. Why not avail yourself bf tha. assistance "of the
undersigned, on, of the Santa Fe's sunimer tour spfeciali

invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Chicago,

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc..
sent promptly, if you address
D.
1

'

I,

BATCHELOR

Agent
Las Vegas, If. M.

25
25

Western League.
Won

Club

Denver
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Omaha
Des Moines'
Topeka
Wichita

23

...
...

20
21

Lost
13
14
25

'

IS ANGERED

BECAUSE OF ALLUSIONS TO THE MOROCCO
MILITARY POLICY.

.826
.515

WOMEN VOTE WET
Phoenix, Ariz., May 30. The woman
vote had no effect on the liquor elec
tlon In this city yesterday and In con
sequence Phoenix remains an oasis
for the thirsty. Phoenix went wet by
a majority of 352. Mesa and Tempe
both voted dry. It was the first time
the women had an opportunity to exercise the franchise granted to them
recently.
x

.485

Madrid, May 30. The Spanish pre
mier, Count Alvaro De Romanones,

.453

.4:9

and the other members of the cabi
net resigned today. Count Roman-one- s
has been premier since NovemPet.
.714 ber 14, 191?, when :e took office af.692 ter the assassination of former Pre-mii
.556
Canalejas.
The resignation of the cabinet was
.5')0
.432 brought about by an attack on the
.400 chamber of deputies yesterday by An.390 tonio Maura, a former conservative
.265 premier. He asserted that the Spanish military policy in Morocco had
Pet, been a failure. His speech was wide.639 ly commented on and numerous news-- '
.888 papers this morning demanded the re.583 tirement of the cabinet.
.324

or

18

16

18

18

,529
.500

...16

19
21
25

.457
.400
.306

14
11

WOMAN

ft-

JOCKEY

IS KILLED

Belmont Parle, L. I., May 30. Roth- well York, a Jockey, was fatally In
jured while exercising a horse on the
track here today. Falling from the
saddle, his feet caught In the Btirrup
and he was dragged 40 yards before
the horse was caught

-

MURDERED

FOR HER MONEY

this

ists?k (Hjs help will-cos- t
yo
nothing,"but you will find it

9

25
21

Pet.
.723
.576

Count Romanones end his colleala their resig.
nations. These were accepted provisionally by King Alfonso, who Immediately called Into conference the
leaders of a'il the parties, with a view
to asking one of them to form a new
cabinet.
gues thereupon handed

OF CLUBS

Association
National League..
Columbus, O., May 30. The morn
Won Lost
Club
Columbus.
to
went
ing game
22
8
R. H. E. Philadelphia
19
14
Brooklyn
4 6 2
Columbus
20
18
1
4 2 Chicago
Indianapolis
1G
17
New York
Batteries:
McQuillan and Smith;
18
39
St. Louis
Works and Cotter.
17
20
Pittsburg
American

Partic-

ular attention has been paid to the
roadsters and
breeding
trotting
classes. The show will conclude

7

$111,000

,i '

MUTILATED BODY Of MRS. CER- CEILLO IS FOUND NEAR
- 4
'
,.
BLOOM FIELD, N. J.- - ;

'.

"

.'

ri'.'--

ETHEL BARRYMOHE'S

GREATEST

"SUNDAY"

' N.
Bloomfieid,
J., May 30. The
body of a young woman from which
i

the head had been severed was found
in a vacant lot here today. By means
of a handkerchief upon which tier
name was written she was idntified
as Mrs. Alvlra Cerceillo, wife of a
Newark storekeeper.
Two hundred dollars, which the
husband said she carried in her stocking was missing. Her lingers had
been severed from her hands and the
ground in the immediate vicinity gave
indications of a terrific fight for her

A wholesome beautiful

story of American

English life, depicting contrast in
chaLracters evnd the great up lift influence
em

d-

-

of

a--

good

woman

r

life.
SOUTHERNER

AS ORATOR.

Gettysburg, Pa., May 30. Congressman James T. Heflin of Alabama was
the orator at the Memorial Day exercises at the So'idiers' National cemetery here today. It was the first
time that the memorial address was
ever delivered by a southerner.

PLAY SUCCESS
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NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

T5he

LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAR DINNERS
April 1. 1913.
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Notice la hereby giveu that
Ciddio of fcast Laa Vegas, who,
on December 16, 1907, wade homestead entry, No. 05201, for VV
NW
section 31, W
SW
section 30,
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. K
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 L. o. o. MOOSE Meets second
M., has filed notice of intention to
CHAPMAN
1
A. M. Regular commake five year proof, 'to establish
'imrtti Thursday evening
dhi
claim to the land above described, be
munication first and
month at W. O W, Hall, vuidai
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commisthird Thursday in brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Vlaiting
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
June 7, 1913.
brothers cordially InSecretary.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. 8 .'an Petten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru- I. O. of B
B,
Mets every flral
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of Ui
jillo, Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
month lu the vestry
Five cent per line eacn insertion.
Trulillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
$!!1'ar conclave sec d Tues
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
f
No ad to occupy less apace than two
Register.
Isaac
day in each month at Ma
Appel,
cordially invited
lines. All
advertla mentt charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay. See
will be booked at space actually set,
TAX PAYMENTS
Klnkel, ES. C; Cha. Tamme,
retary.
Notice is hereby given
that any without regard to number of word,
In
advance preferred,
"taxes yet unpaid for A. D. .1912, will Cash
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
become delinquent oft June 1, 1913,
1.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROYMeets every Monday evening at
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL ARCH MA30NS
their
hall on Sixth street All vlaiv
con
lar
Regi
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday In 'lng brethren cordially Invited to eV
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G. ; Gui
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
published of the public sale of all
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
property upon which taxes of A. D.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. (
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property upPANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I,
quent, will bo sold as required by the
Love at Woodmen of the World
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple.
session Laws of 1913.
Mrt. J. O. Rutledie, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
Dated at Las Vesas, N. M., May 14,
Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays oi each month at 8 p. m
tron;
1913.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED Dining
room
girl. 403
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
Treasurer and
Collector, San
Railroad avenue.
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espeMiguel County, N. M.
102 Mees every Monday nlgbt at
cially welcome and cordially
WANTED
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas, avenue.at
Two good farm hands.
HOW'S THIS?
8 o'clock.
S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
Apply
Visiting members are
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReJ. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
ward for anv case of Catarrh that
ATTOKNEYS
T.
Buhtor
J.
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh WANTED Dining room girl at
secretary;
president;
Cure.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Restaurant.
HUNKER & HUNKEF
F. J. CHENEY & 0.,
H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
Georgp
Toledo, Ohio.
WANTED Four mules ranging from B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
We, the undersigned, have known
Attorney-at-La5 to 6 years in age. Not to exceed
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
x;
New
,
Vegas
Ls
and believe him perfectly honorable
56 inches high and weighing 900
month Elks home on Ninth stw
In all business transactions and finan.
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albu
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothdaily able to carry out any obliga
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
DENTISTS
querque and Cerrillos Coal Com'
tions made by his hjm.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conpany, Madrid, N. M.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENT!"'
don. Secretary.
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
Crockett Building.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Mala ii
COUN-CIOffice Telephone
KNIGHTS
OF
COLUMBUS,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Mala 1
House
804.
NO.
and
aecond
Telephone
Meets
Testimonpials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- FOR SALE A good refrigerator; J.
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
gists.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memTake Hall's Family Pills for
Dentist
bers are cordially invited. Richard
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
Denial work of any description
Device. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevmoderate prices.
NO.
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.
DORADO
LODGE
Foley Kidney pills repay your conEL
fidence In their hefling and curative
East Las Vegas, N M.
KNIGHTS OF PY
qualities. Any kidney or biadder dis- HOUSEHOLD goods for sale Inquire
I
TH AS Meets ei
ease not beyond the reach of mediat 1003 Grand Avenue.
for Ladl
ery Monday even Professional Health Culture
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. CorMRS.
SHEARER
OLLIE
idling in Castle Hall General
delia Copeland, Arueola, Mo., says, "I FOR RENT Front bedrcom. Miss
Hair and Scau
Massage,
Knighti
Visiting
had kidney and bladder trouble for
Manicure
508 Main Avenue.
Facial
Richley.
Massage,
are cordially lnvit Treatment,
over a year, and 5 bottles of Foley
Hotel.
Plaza
Chas Llebacfi.
Kidney Pil'is cured me." It is the
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. m
Chancelloi
aer,
same story from every one who uses
Commander. Harrj
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
of Records anc
Martin,
ry
Keeper
Subscribe for The Optic.
",. Schaefcr
and Red Cross Drug FOR RENT Furnished rooms for Seal.
921
Store.'
Lincoln.
light housekeeping.

OPTIC

15he

Vln-cent-

1T

The

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ai

COLUMN

Vlc-torin-

structiv

.

Ides
in
Ad vertisi

n Wated

Bis-mar-

"Where shall

I

go?"

"What shall I do?"
"What shall I wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern,' progressive newspaper.
People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.
New ideas, new thoughts,

in-

spirations and suggestions
stantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.
con-

Don't neglect your ad
in

-

for

Sate

For Rent

FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
The great calamity In umaha was
York's store. Telephone 317.
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf- FOR RENT Three
sunny rooms
fering and sickness from colds aad
suitable for light housekeeping. Inexposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Caliquire 623 Twelfth street.
fornia St Omana, writes: "My
daughtr had a very severe cough and FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
cold but Foley's. Honey and Tar Comhousekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
pound knocked it out in no time."
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
O. G. Schaefer
Refuse substitutes.
Eighth street.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
511 Ninth street.
A slight cold In a child or a grown
of
a
holds
person
grave
possibilities
nature. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and LOST Between
Murphey's
drug
consumption are possible results.
store and the Hot Springs BouleTar
Compound
Foley's Honey and
vard, a new soft felt hat Finder
nips a cold at the outset, cures croup
leave at Optie office and rectlve
quickly, checks a deepseated' cough,
reward.
and heals inflamed membrances.
O. G. Sehaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
In tbe whole Moio of mollcine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
AND
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
SIGN PAINTING
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Us
and penetrating power Is exhealing
N. O.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
traordinary.
429 GRAND AVE.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

CRYSTAL SGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000
each delivery
40c
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
lb-3- ,

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

Lost

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
Ibi.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HERMAN

15he

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
lardwood Finishing, Papar Hantl
nd Glaring.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
Old Towi
eit 81de Pluza

...

ANT Ads
Are Best

Sallow complexion is due to a torHERBINE purifies and
pid liver.
strengthens the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy b'ioom of health to
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co.

Market Finders
Classified ada. search out the people to whom among all
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth moat

those
LOCAL

TIME HUB

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo eomeona
who reads the ada. In this newspaper and would never hear
your, property unless It were advertised here.

...
EAST BOUND
-

Arrive
No.
No.

2....

No.

S

9:16 v.

4.. ..11:05

No. JO

...
...

p.

1....

No.

....

No.

7....

No.

....

fii...

2:05 a.
1:45 p. m

m.---

WEST
No.

iejtto.,... 9:15 j. "

11:0s

P-

-

r

2:1(1

t:10

BOUND

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m

g;2$ p. m..- .-

2

1:

V

8:15 .
4:30 p. a
P- -

W It Ujl

s

in

o)

Others, who read and ana ?er ads. In this newspaper want (aa
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlniy
and furniture, articles of. asetulness of any sort, and musical
itrumenta.
As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyers, of all
alble aorta of things, they have come to be finders of the beei mar
keta.
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LONDON TO LOSE

HER

PENNY

PAPERS
THE

news-hunge-

PUBLICATIONS
CHEAPER
DECLARE THEY CANNOT .
; LONGER CONTINUE.

London,

May 30.
one-ce-

When a
paper gives

j

wide.-circulate-

prom-- .

ineuce to an article lamenting the
difficulties of one-cejournalism,
and suggesting that the two'cent pa- per Is the paper of the future, some- thing is going to Jiappen. Forecasts
of that kind are not issued merely as
studies in the philosophy of the press.
Thai a movement toward a rise in
price is under consideration among
London
morning papers
is a rather surprising piece of news,
A few years ago there was a genei ai
t
conviction that the
paper
was doomed.
The success of the
Daily Mail seemed to have convinced
everybody not only that the halfpen- ny paper had come to stay, but that
the penny paper would have to go.
After holding out for time, both tne
Daily Chronicle and the Daily News
found themselves compelled to reduce
their price in order to meet the competition. It appeared to be a safe
prediction that before 'long tha other
t
papers would fellow suit
and that a halfpenny would soon purchase any morning paper in London,
with the exception of the Times.
In the provinces, on the other hand,
the two-cepaper has steadily held
its ground. The most influential papers in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dublin,
Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford and Plymouth are still published at the higher price. Their circulation may have
been affected in some degree by the
efforts of the cheaper London papers
to capture their constituncy. A development of the system of early
newspaper trains has made it possible for London journals to be distributed In several important provincial centers before breakfast. More
distant places have been catered for
by the issue on the spot of localized
editions of London papers; editorial
matter, special articles, and general
news being sent to the provincial office by 'wire and supplemented on tne
spot by the news of the district. But
such competition has. always severe
handicaps to overcome. In the case of
newspaper trains, the hour of going
to press must be accelerated by the
amount of time occupied by the railway journey, so that the local paper
Is able to give its readers news later
by two or three hours than that of its
London competitor.
Advantages of Provincial Press.
In the case of a parliamentary crisis, for Instance, the provincial paper
is sometimes able to supply a complete account of the debate, including the division, with editorial comment to boot, while the Lonlon paper gives only the early proceedings.
Notable events battles, revolutions,
disasters, deaths of famous men de
not time themselves to suit the convenience of an editor's schedule, and
the first news of them sometimes
reaches the newspaper offices in the
small hours of the morning. This
means that the Plymouthian, let ns
say, who depends on a London paper
arriving by the special newspaper express, may learn nothing about 'such
an event, while his next door neighbor, who takes a Plymouth paper,
finds two or three columns about it.
Even the issue of a localized edition does not quite meet the difficulty. Here the two journals are on
a par as regards late news. The provincial edition of a London paper has
the advantage in many cases of drawing on greater literary renources than
the provincial paper. But it cannot
quite escape the defects of itso'itside
origin. It can never get into really
close touch with its readers. The local flavor is missing. An editortal
writer sitting at a desk in Fleet
n
street can never know what
are thinking about as well
as a man who is living in ueds or
Sheffield, and who feels we pulse cf
local opinion every day of the week.
Reached Untouched Constituencies.
paper by
When a London one-ceeither of these means acquires a circulation In a city hitherto served by
a local two-cepaper only, what nat,
rea'ily happened Is probably that it
has tapped a constituency hitherto
untouched by the dally press. Its
readers are persons who thinit a penny too much to pay for a morning paper, but who are willing to spend a
halfpenny on it. There is reason to
suppose that this explains In part
what has happened in London itself.
No doubt the Daily Mail clientele
consists to a considerable degree of
personr, who used dto read two-cepaper, and who adopted the newcomer because they liked It better. They

one-cen-

'

'

well-know- n

two-een-

:

two-cen-

York-shirme-

nt

nt

would as readily have paid two cents
for it if two cents had been asked.
But a still larger proportion of Dally
Mail readers is composer! of people
who had not been accustomed to buo- scribe to a morning paper at all. The
one-cepapers have, in fact, created
an appetite in a class that previously
felt no
Will the appetite persist if the cost
of satisfying it is increased? Tnat
can be tested' only by actual experiment. The reduction of the Times
from six cents to four cen.s for casual purchasers as well as annual subscribes is a move that compels the
t
papers to
proprietors of tne
'
do some hard thinking. It makes tne
paprospects of a first class two-ceper very different from what they
were before. At six cents the Times
was a luxury. At four cents it is
well, something good enough to make
a man wonder whether the outlay of
the extra coppers will not be worth
while. It 's conjectured, too, that this
move on the part o the Times i3
only a step toward an ultimate reduction to two cents. There may be
something in this guess or there may
not. The appearance of the Times at
two cents would be tollowed by an
immediate stampede to it on the part
of tens of thousands of readers of the
Possitily the best
cheaper papers.
means ol preventing such a tlevelop-ment- .
would be the enlargement of
the most popular one-cepapers to
. ith the two-cet
the
standard.
field thus exploited to its utmost
capacity, the Times might, tlwn think
it morep rudent to remain at its
present figure.
"Never explain, was one of Benjamin Jowett's golden maxims for
politicians. Lord Curam was ovh of
Jowett's pupils, but he li is beau
noring this exhortation of the m:,-t.In this instance, however, xpiiiualf on
was clearly the wiser course. Lord
Curzon was widely reported as havspeaker
ing been guilty careful
though he usually is of a mixed metaphor of the absurdest sort. He was
said to have described the ship of
state as approaching the brink of a
precipice and in danger of falling
over into the pit of fratricidal strife.
Somehow nautical Illustrations are
especially dangerous to the orator.
Not long ago a member of the Australian federal parliament declared
that the ship of state was not moving
fast enough, and that it was absolute-lnecessary to change, horses in order to lift it out of the mire. An English politician once described Mr. Balwith his hand
four as the figure-hea-d
on the rudder, and Mr. Chamberlain
as the man that moved the figurethe
head. .One remembers, too,
preacher who compared the church
to a vessel sailing proudly on, although the waves of sin were striving
to overwhelm her. "And why, my
friends? Because she is founded on
a rock."
But Lord. Curzon's metaphor, it
turns out, was not really confused.
It only seemed to be so because the
context was omitted In the condense;?
report of his speech. He was comparing the country to a boat drifting
on the broad surface of the Tiver
above the Niagara Falls. He pictured
the gradual approach of such a boat
to the verge of the gulf, and concluded: "The ship of state is slowly careering on. towards the edge of the
precipice; and the brink over which
it will go, unless it is stopped, is civil
war, and the pit into which it will fall
is the pit of fratricidal strife."
In correcting the reports of tiiix
speech, Lord Curzon has taken oeca-nioto disclaim another mixed meta
phor, olso nautical, whicn has generally been attributed to him. "Though
we are not yet out of the wood," he
is supposed to have said, "yet we
have a good ship." He declares that
he never uttered the remark in question, or anything remotely resembling
it. Still, if he had made such a slip
he would have erred in good company.
Lord .Cromer criticised a certain woman suffrage bill as "not the thin end
of the wedge, but the whole wedge
lock, stock and barrel." Mr.! Alfred
Lyttelton once chargedd the present
chancellor of the exchequer with
throwing dirty water on his opponents in order to inflame the people
Chamoer-lai- n
against them. Mr.
on one occasion comforted his
own supporters by observing that the
harvest which the government hal
sown was already coming home to
roost That devoted sportsman, Mr.
Chaplin, is responsible for the predicis the
tion that "if
right horse, then it will blow a very
terrible hole in your unearned-incremen- t
Lord Midleton, when
balloon."
Mr. Brodertck prefaced a parliamentexary discussion of army affairs by
satisfaction
among
his
that,
pressing
the many jarring notes heard in the
house, this subject, at least, might be
regarded as an, oasis. And even Mr.
Asqulth, who is unexcelled among
modern politicians for the precision
of his utterances, once described a
proposed reform as "a thorny subject
which requires delicate handling or
it will tread on somebody's toes."

j

j

two-cen-
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WHERE CITY OF VENICE PLAYS

FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.
drive her In here from the cattle pen
t won't leave her till I find out where
he's taking her, and I can take her
back to grandma."

WHAT IS NEEDED

and Picturesque Characters to Be Seen at Lido and at
the Bathing Beaches.

Gay Scene

SliOVIBALL'S

In his article on the Lido,
the great playground of Venice, in
Harper's, Harrison Rhodes gives an
amusing picture of the gay life of the
place and its curiously cosmopolitan
Venice.

character.
Bathing is more elegant In the morning and from one's own thatched hut,
but It i3 more fun in the afternoon and
from the establishment.
The bathwell
houses are capacious and
equipped, and good natured bagnlni
bath attendants in white sailor costumes are on hand to install you and
run your errands. There Is a general
geniality about the service, and a recognition of the cosmopolitan quality

BEVEN

RETURN

Young Prodigal Saved the Widow's Cow and Won Wife

for Father.

Mr

Br MADELINE ADA LEIGKTON.
"We have been friends for a good
many years, Lydia."
"And let us continue the same, Dan-lei.- "

The scene was in the neat parlor of
the village home of Miss Lydia Parker, spinster. Her caller1 and suitor1
was Daniel Brackett, ten years a widower. They were a
couple, she in the matchless perfection of mature loveliness of face, figure and mind; he in the strength of
Mrs. Kutter--Cutrat- e
is advertising
a really noble manhood.
some beautiful house gowns at a bar
"I have waited a long time to ask
gain.
the question nearest to my heart,"
you
Mr.
our
house doesn't
Kutter Well,
1
"
he went on. "I am disappointed,
h
need a gown, but It does need a coat
3
s
r- Lydia and a trifle hurt"
of paint
"Daniel," said Mr. Lydia, "we can
be straightforward with each other.
"
;
I was the school girl friend of your
THE CARD CLUB
dear wife. I am the friend of her
You
have
lonely, wandering boy.
asked me if I would marry you. I
i
i
will not answer that question till you
r.
v
1
'
f
ha'e taken Wilfrid back where he
r t M
bel mgs to your home and your love."
f
!ffl f
i
Daniel Brackett took up his hat and
left the house. He was not only
$ i
troubled, but sad. Wilfrid, his boy,
had been a wild, reckless lad, impulsive, always in difficulties, but wholehearted and generous to a fault One
or two boyish scrapes the Indulgent
Then one
father had overlooked.
r. : !cj
of a Halwas
J
a
son
L'
member
the
night
1
it ,tlowe'en party which wound up in an
accidental blaze. A farmer's barn
i!
was burned down. Mr. Brackett paid
fifty dollars to prevent trouble for
Wilfrid, and banished him from the
house.
OlivCT
1
"When you haye earned that fifty
dollars and repaid it," said the father
sternly, "you may come back to your
Hotel Corridor Looking on Sea.
home. Not before."
"How is your wife getting along at
That was six months since. From
of the duties demanded. One stall- her card club?"
until this no word had come
that
as
he open"Fine. So far nobody's put up a from day
ing creature, last summer,
the homeless lad. Forty miles
ed your cabin, closed for the moment better lunch than she did."
the English grammar which he was
I
studying in the interests of communication with the forestieri. There Is,
too, if you come often enough, a cheerful, familiar greeting and a quarter
hour's pleasant gossip whenever you
have time.
The gentleman, for example, who
checks your valuables while you bathe
may be occasionally seen at the theater of an evening, clad in doublet
and hose and singing in the chorus
when they give "Rigoletto" or the
"Barbiere." In his day, you will discover, he paid many visits to London
and to New York, where he sang in
the chorus at the Metropolitan. He
now retires willingly to a more Inactive and more social occupation, and
plans to rear his seven male offspring
to sing in due time in the opera chorus. He has his own philosophy of life,
too, and cheerfully threatens to divorce his wife hould she present him
with even one female child. Conversation with him la Indeed a pleasant
prelude to the bath.
"And how did the visitors treat
Other characters there are of longer standing; for the Lido in a quiet you?"
"Treat me? Why, I've been doing
way has been a sea bathing place for
a loDg, long time. Three years ago all the treating."
died there a bronzed and weather
beaten old man who for forty years
THE IDEA
had stood at the entrance to the bathSomehow the People of the Town
houses offering for sale shells and
Found Out What the Strange Prosmall dried sea horses tied by the tails
Meant.
cession
In groups of three. These latter, of
assorted sizes, were a family, he exaway from Brandon, however, at the
plained a "famiglia padre, madre,
very hour when that Important Inter
filio." He grew older and his eye
view was in progress, young Wilfrid
dimmed, but he always smiled Insinand bright
Brackett, brisk, happy-face- d
uatingly and muttered his chant of
as a dollar, was making his way down
famiglia. At the end his mind seema .stretch of railroad, whistling mered to go; there was nothing left but
rily.
the vacuous smile and the vacant
Wilfrid had "made good." Butter
about
the
of
father,
mouthing
phrases
than that, he had become good. Ho
mother and 6on.
could laugh over his youthful follies
now, and not believe himself very
much of a sinner.
Still, he exper'-enceFEEDS A TRAMP, GIVEN $500
a cleanly, chastened sentiment
In his heart that made him feel that
Check Proves Truth of Adage, "Bread
ho would be welcomed at the place
)
Cast Upon Waters" Recipient
he was bound for home.
a
House.
Keeps
Boarding
"I've done the right thing," ho told
as he trudged along. "Father
himself
Sisterville, W. Va. In a letter from
me a task. Well, I've learned it.
set
a law firm in Bakersville, Cal., Miss
I got a job among the clam shell fishJessie Watkins, a seamstress, reers up Dalton river, had some luck,
ceived a check fo $500 with a letter
"And her mean husband thinks she's and I'm going home not only with the
in
of explanations; it was a bequest
extravagant"
fifty dollars, but as much more to the
the will of Nathan Sanderbly.
"Why?"
good."
Six years ago Sanderbly was a
"Just because she insists on having
Wilfrid stepped aside to allow a
was
conductMiss
on
his
Watkins
Fldo's monogram stamped
tramp and
dog slow moving freight train to pass
ing a boarding house at Robinson. biscuits."
him. Then he gave a great start as
She gave the tramp his breakfast and
Its last cars swung around the long
50 cents. He inquired for her name,
He stared in sheer wondercurve.
THE REASON
which she refused to give, but he
ment at the figure of a little girl not
In
the
learned the name from others
more than ten years of age, clinging
town.
to the top of the iron ladder on one
He made his way to Bakersfield, seside of the car and huddled up
cured work in the oil fields, took up
its rounds.
against
a lease and became wealthy. His en"The mischief!" uttered the astoundtire estate, with the exception of the
ed boy. "She must be scared to death,
$500, goes to his only surviving relaor the pluckiest girl I ever saw."
tive, a brother.
Wilfrid posed to catch at the ladder
as the car reached him, swung under
the clinging child, and supported her
SAYS
VEILS ARE INJURIOUS
against his arms. She was softly
d

U--

1

Y

ONE-SIDE-
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Just here the train took a siding
and halted. Wilfrid made the child
climb down to the ground and rest her
tired arms, by telling her that he
would "see about things."
A brakeman and another man came
strolling from the caboose. They
stared strangely at the pair. Wilfrid
began to explain. The man with the
brakeman smiled before the narrative
was concluded.
"Poor little thing!" he said. "I'm
3orry for her, but she don't understand how affairs stand. I'm a constable from the county seat. Mrs. Granny owed some money, and there's an
execution out. I didn't want to disturb her by levying on her household
goods, so I took the cow."
"And this brave little child followed
"Offipoor Snowball," said Wilfrid.
cer, is the amount very much?"
"Forty dollars and costs," was the
reply, with a sympathetic look at the
child. "I'd pay it out of my own
pocket if I wasn't a poor man."
"If I can pay it, will you release
the cow?" asked Wilfrid.
"Yes, and throw off my fees, gladly,"
replied the officer.
Wilfrid was parting with hard- earned, proudly-prizesavings, but he
felt like a royal kind as the transaction was completed, a slanting platform run up to the car, and Snowball
delivered into his keeping.
The officer wiped away a suspicious
moisture from his eye as the little
girl threw ber arms around the neck
of the snowy white animal, cried over
her recovered pet, and then laughed
d

for Joy.

miles back to her
Wilfrid led Snowball with a
halter. Part of the way the girl rode
on her back.
Somehow the people of the . town
found out what the strange precession
meant. An enterprising reporter eagerly gathered up the material for a
good story, and when Wilfrid left the
happy child and her pet at their home,
the wires were clicking an incident
of rare human interest all over the
country. The afternoon papers had it,
including the Brandon Evening Tele-

It was only ten

home.

gram.
"I told you Wilfrid was worth while.
I knew he had the making of a grand
man in him and what do you say
now, Daniel Brackett?" demanded Miss
Cynthia at the Brackett home at eight
o'clock that evening. She pointed to
the newspaper she had brought with
her on her Impetuous, unceremonious
visit.
"Yes," answered Mr. Bracket humbly, "Wilfrid is a splendid boy."
"You start right out finding him,
Daniel Brackett" ordered tha spin-

ster sharply, "or I'll never speak to
you again."
"No need, father!
Miss Parker!"
cried a cheery voice, and the boy In
question burst into the room.
The warm, fatherly greeting made
everything all right, but it was the
emotional Miss Cynthia who caressed
Wilfrid and wept over him, and was
proud of him for his unselfishness.
"There's that fifty dollars, father,"
said Wilfrid In a business like way,
placing a roll of bills on the table.
Mr. Brackett pushed It back sheepMiss Lydla's eyes twinkled.
ishly.
Her would-b- e
suitor sidled up to her.
"That question I asked you this
morning,
Lydia?" he insinuated
gently.
Miss Warner placed a loving arm
about Wilfrid.
"I'll think about the answer," she
said simply.
(Copyright, 1513, by W. Q. Chapman.)
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VALUE OF

HUMAN

LIFE

England, It Would Seem, It Is
praised at the Sum
of $100.

English editorial writers, gravely
commenting on the slight value attaching to human life in Mexico, quite
overlooked a couple of cases which
were reported in the columns devoted
to local news. The first case which
failed to receive the attention of the
editorial writers was that of Moor-housthe well known aviator, who
wair fined $100 and costs for killing
a carter by the reckless driving of an
automobile.
The other case was that of a school
years old, who
cpacher, twenty-sevehad been teaching school for ten
years. Her salary was $o0 a year. In
order to support herself and her mother she has had to eke out her salary
by working as a waitress in a restaurant Recently a member of the school
that the
committee recommended
teacher's salary should be increased to
$100 a year. The committee has not
yet acted on the recommendation.
e,

n

Found at Last.
Joe D. Blades, the noted Inventor,
who resides In the wilds of Bracken
county, says he has round perpetual
motion, and is building an automobile
to be propelled by this power. He
says that the power to run the automobile will be produced by springs.
When one spring 'is running down
the other one is winding up, thus
creating perpetual motion. The auto
crying.
"See here, little girl," gasped Wil- is now about completed and ho says
frid, "what are you ever doing here?" it will be on the road In a short time.
When you sit
"Snowball," was the single re- It is a
down in the Beat the machine la put
sponse.
in motion; when you get up It stops.- "Who's Snowball?"
"She's our own dear cow. They're, Falmouth (Ky.) Outlook.
taking her away from grandma, who
Sensible Father.
is sick in bed. If she finds out that
"You say you want to marry my
Snowball has been taken away, she'll
just die, I know she will. Grandma daughter?"
raised Snowball. She's one of the
"Yes, sir. After thinking the matr
family, and we get half our living ter over I have reached that conclusion."
from her milk."
"You have, eh? Well. I want her
"And where is Snowball?" questo marry a man who is not bo
tioned the bewildered lad.
"She's in this car. I saw tlsa mi deliberate!"
,

Noted English

a Crusade

Physician Inaugurates
Against Habit of

Women Covering

Face.

London. Women
who constantly
wear veils suffer in time from deterioration of the features. This was the
statement made by Sir John Cock-burM. D., speaking at the Royal
Sanitary Institute. Sir John said he
wanted to make a crusade against
'
women'f veils. Nothing waB more
"Why are you going to church
beautiful than the human face divine,
Mildred?"
early,
while veils had awful spots, making
"To pray for my sweetheart"
women look as if they had black eyes
"But I din't know you had on."
and fearful grimaces.
"I haven't that's why."

Ap-

self-starte-

all-fire- d

BROKEN
By RALPH

MOSAIC

TILE

J. HERKIMER.

As it was
dark when I reachedt
Amiens I decided to spend the nighti
it the house of a friend, for I did notl
lare to imperil the message by riding'
it night. Already I had been attacked
twice since land.ng at Bologne and I
had no mind to fail in the first important trust with which the king, my
master, had intrusted me.
I found my frieud's house with some
little difficulty, being obliged to inquire the way several times from
passers by. This was unfortunate, as
the event proved, for it gave my enemies a clue to my stopping place. Jean
it seemed was absent on a visit, but
was expected to return any minute.
His father, the Count d'Arteis, received me kindly and bade me, as a friend
of Jean's, to make myself at home.
The house was very old and the
which was used as a
drawing-roo-

guest chamber had an air of historic
association which was Increased by
the trophies of sport and war that
hung on the walls. The windows were
of heavy plate glass and were hung
with curtains of fine Brussels lace.
On the celling was a peculiar mosaic-tilwhich was crumbling in places
with age. In one corner of the room
stood a carved oak cabinet containing
a valuable collection of glass articles.
Two of these in particular the count
pointed out to me as the pride of his
collection.
They were of crystal,
without other ornament than their
natural purity and clearness. He informed me that they were of the cele
brated Venetian glass, so delicate that
If a poison were poured into one it
would crumble to pieces.
Dinner was soon over, and after ai
chat with my host ever our cigars I
retired to my room. About half after
nine the bell rang and the butler announced a gentleman to see mo. I
asked to have him shown to my room,;
and after an Interval he appeared. Hewas a thin, pale individual, constantly!
In a roundabout manner
coughing.
but without displaying any tact, hot
managed to convey the idea that hej
wished to purchase my message. Nat-- t
urally my first impulse was to throwhim bodily from the room; but I re-- 4
fleeted that if he could be made tol
talk I might learn something of valuej
With this idea in mind I got from myj
saddlebags a flask of cordial and a
there were no other glasses in the
room I took from their resting place
the two Venetian goblets, and, pouring the wine into them, returned to
the end of the room to get a chair.
As I picked up the chair there was
a sharp sound as of a stone dropping.
When I returned to the table I noticed that a piece of my glass was
d
broken in a
form, as
though it had been suddenly hit. To
put him at his ease and partly to give
him a notion of the value of what he
had broken I told my visitor of the
legend connected with them. As I
finished I saw that he was much agitated, drops of perspiration stood oa
his forehead as he trembled violently.
He saw me watching him and tried to
cover his confusion by a fit of coughs
Ing, but I was thoroughly aroused
Why had the tale so affected him? Ins
a flash I saw it all. Holding a piece,
of my glass to the light, I saw oh the
substance. I was
side a powder-lik- e
examining this when my caller took!
the opportunity to escape. The pow- der I knew to be arsenic, with which
I had before had experience. It waa
now quite late and I would have ten
start- early. I retired immediately,
and being accustomed to unexpected
adventures was soon asleep.
Early the next morning Jean, who
had returned during the night, awakened me. As I related the adventure
a look of amazement overspread hia
countenance and when I had finished
he told me that the goblets were mere
ly copies of the famous Venetian glass
and that the originals were safely
stored in the family vault. This greatly relieved my mind, for I had been
worrying over the breakage of an heirloom which could never havo been re
placed; but why, then, had the goblet
broken? Walking over to the table,
Jean pointed to the ceiling. Thero
above us was a crack in the mosaic,
and from the debris of broken glass ho
picked up a little red tile. It had
saved my life!
That night I reached Paris la safety
and delivered my trust to tha kingj
When I told him of the happening ha
gave me a beautiful cut glas3 gobletf
to present to my friend as a competn
sation for the loss of the copy of thai
Venetian goblet.
j
star-shape-

(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
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Around the World on Foot.

Interest has lately been roused
England by the arrival there of

ini
al

young Australian, Leslie Wilson, whot
has started out to walk around the;
world. Already he has gone soma 10,-0miles. He is planning to take al
year to the trip, as he will not be abloi
to walk except on the land and will
have to take a Bteamer part of thej
way.
He Is walking, he says, for health
and strength and not for any wager or
notoriety or any selflsh end. He com
menced without money and has tot
earn hla living and passage expenses,
This he does by lecturing. He cats
only two meals a day, and claims thati
he is much more able to walk long dis
tances when he goes without hmcheon.

j

-

Not Complimentary.
to bear the human head referred to as a 'noodle.' "
"l don't so much mind about tht
'.msm head in general, but I hate to
It tar
iy head celled a 'nootli.?."
"I

hate
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Fresh bruits
California Strawberries

flissouri Strawberries

California Blackberries
Table Cherries
California Red Raspberries
Oranges
Pineapples
Bananas
Table Apples
Grapefruit
Apricots
Green Beans

Wax Beans
Turnips
Tomatoes
Beets

STEARNS STORE
Decoration Day

We Close at Noon

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE

-

LABEL

THERE IS NO LYE

HITS

FRUITS"

QUALITY

''THE KIND THAT IS NOT

IN THE CAN

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

quality

At

you want the highest
canned fruits

if
in,

J. H. STEARNS

THE OLD RELIABLE

for 50 feet ply guaranteed
Rubber 'a inch Hose with nozzle.
$4.75 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
inch Hose with nozzle.
Rubber
$3.50 for 25 feet Wire Wound Rubber Hose and nozzle.
5

$4.50

Light
o'clock

automobile
this evening.

lamps

at

ANOTHER TALK

Summer Needs

LOCAL NLWS
7:53

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
El Porvenir stage will run daily during the remainder of the season. Capfire passengers. Fare $1.00,
acity,
round trip. Phone Main 20.

Word received from Albuquerque
today stated that David C. Welch is in
about the same condition as he has
been for the past week, and shows no
marked improvement.

Your water faucet
leaks
Your range needs a
new waterfront
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening;

$3.50

for

$75

4

g

ON
HART, SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES

blade

Lawn Mowers.

-

Vi

Phone Main 379

1
2

3

Ludwig Win. Ilfeld

Charles O'Malley has been given the
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
contract for the wiring of the Gross, In
the wood. Direct from the distilKelly and Company warehouse at San
to you. At the ixiby, of course.
lery
ta Fe and will start the work next
week.
This new building is one of
the finest in Santa Fe and is one ot
SINNER SCHOOL WILL
the best belonging to the company.

OPEN NEXT TUESDAY
The Greater Las Vegas band wishes
to think the Masons, tne Fraternal
Brotherhood and the Eagle lodges
for assisting in a financial way in NORMAL EXPECTS THE LARGEST
ENROLLMENT OF ITS ENtrying to arrange for music at the
TIRE HISTORY.
ac
this
afternoon. On
cemetery
count of the lack of funds and inter
The summer session of the New
est by the citizens, the band did not
Mexico Normal University will open
the
concert.
give
next Tuesday to enroll the largest
C. D. Boucher today received a let number of summer students in the
ter from the secretary to the president history ot the school. The training
of the Illinois state university to the school, which will include all grades
effect that his son, Cecil Boucher, who from the first to the eighth, will be
was reported to be in a serious con- open for the benefit of boys and girls.
dition a few days ago, is not in the By attending the training school the
condition that was reported and that puipls will be thoroughly prepared
he is not in danger. This will be gooJ for the regular school session, which
news to Cecil's many friends, wlu starts next September'.
A number of the eighth grade studwere anxious as to his condition.
ents will take up stenography. This
will be taught in the summer
Enrique Crespin was arrested yes- study
school
and will enable the freshmen
terday morning by Officer Jess Hun-zakfor drunkenness and was of next fall to get a good ttart on
their work. The regular academic
brought before Judge D. R. Murray in
courses
will be given for the benefit
the afternoon. Crespin said that he
could raise the money and was al- of the many students who are comlowed time to do so, but up to this ing to Las Vegas ror the summer
school.
morning he had not secured the necIt is expected that this summer
essary $5 and the costs of the case.
'of the University will be the
session
He will probably serve ten days on
most successful yet known. All the
the streets.
rooms at the Normal dormitory have
A number of reservations for the been taken, and all boarding houses
chicken supper that is to be given at will accommodate students, so that
the Y. M. C. A. next week have been the city evidently will be crowded
received, but there are still a num- with students. Already students from
ber of answers to be received. The all parts of this state and nearby
management requests that all those states have been coming in.
who have not answered as yet do so
at once, so that the Methodist ladies,
who are to serve the supper, may DECORATION DAY IS
prepare accurately for those who will
be present
OBSERVED
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THIS WEEK AT

The Rosenthal
OPPOSITE

M. C. A. NOTES

Y.

GREENBERGER

Y. M. C. A.

SURPRISE

A.

,

in handsome

Boys' combined class 9 o'clock.
All boys requested to be present on
account of epecial business.

e

home, especially in such
new, beautiful designs
in golden oak, Circassian,
waluut and birds eye
maple furniture, rockers
chiffoniers, etc., which are displayed in such elegant profusion and sold'at prices that defy com-

changed.
The Investigation is the result of
the Illness of several school children
in Juab county. It was disclosed

that

agree-abl-

surprises that delights the mistress of a

"THE LITERARY DIGEST."
Salt Lake City, May 30. What text
book on American civil government
can be digested most easily by Utah's
public school children? This import
ant question is being investigated by
the state pure food commissioner. If
a green or yellow cover is more eas
ily assimilated than a red one. the
text books in Utah's schools may te

petition by

(had attempted ;to imbibe
literally by chewing on
the corners of their civil govern
all1

knowledge

furniture

is one of the most

J. C. JOHNSEN

.

ments.

"Complete Home f urnishers"

(SL

SON

East Las Vegas, N. M.

COLORADO SPRINGS "BUGGY"
Colorado Springs, 3olo., May 30.

Insects
green bodies, brown tails etched
The show at the Duncan opera
brown and white, and slate colhouse last night was attended by a GRAVES OF DEPARTED SOLDIERS
antennae, settled on the city dur
ARE ; DECORATED 3Y SURsmall crowd. This was due to the
the night. The name of the in
VIVING COMRADES.
many other entertainments in "the
sects is not known and no one knows
city. The show was good, as expresswhence they came or when they will
A large number of Las Vegas citi
ed by the crowd that attended it and
depart. Store keepers and residents
was humorous to the extreme. This zens went to the various cemeteries are busy sweeping them from their
company presented "The Time, the today to pay tribute to the dead. The places and cleaning sidewalks of
Place and the Girl. Tonight It will Grand Army of the Republic attended them.
present in three acts the play "Sun- in a body and decorated the graves of
day," and it is expected that a lar.se the departed soldirs of their ranks.
GOOD GAMES EXPECTED
The day was observed solemnly, withcrowd will attend.
Colorado Springs, Colo., May 30.
out any great display.
Word has been received here that the
The decorations at the cemetery New York Ciants of the
The following civil service examin
National
ation will be held in this city on the were equal to those of any other year. league and the Chicago White Sox cf
dates mentioned: June 18 metallur- Flowers and plants of various kinds the American league will play here in
were placed on the various mounds
October.
gist (male) salary $1,500 to $1,800;
as
the only tribute that can be paid
apprentice draftsman (male) salary
relatives and friends.
$300; sanitary bacteriologist
(male) the departed
The E. Romero Hose and Fire compato
$1,200
$1,500;
copyist, ship
salary
to the cemetery in a boay
drafstman (male) salary $2.40
per ny-went
and
decorated
the graves of its dediem.
June
Ship draftsman
Walter Biermann
members.
(male) salary $7.52 to $S per diem. parted
was
of the E. Ro
member
last
the
All other information on these examinations may be obtained from J. mero company to be taken from the
department through death, and his
R. Lowe at the local postoffiee
grave was decorated beautifully.
The East Las Vegas fire department did not go to the cemetery in a
GOOD SHOW AT THE
body on account of the fact that none
of its members "has died in the last
BEST
DUNCAN TONICSIT five years, with the one exception of
one member whose wreath was sent
to Kansas, where he was buried. The
STOCK
GLASS
COMPANY WILL rules of this department are that it
will not be necessary for the organi.PRESENT ETHEL BARRY- ' '
zation to decorate any grave unless
,
MORE'S "SUNDAY"
the deceased member died within the
We
last five years.
Duncan
at
the
house
opera
Tonight
Offices and stores were closed in
for
the Glass Stock company will present
the
afternoon, and the day was obthe famous and well known play
"Sunday," written by Ethel Barry- - served In a manner befitting its
more. This' company, which played In
in
El Paso and other large western cities
SCOTTISH HOME RULE
for several weeks at a stand, Is sure
to do justice to this production. It London, May 30. The Scottish
was announced last night that ladies home rule bill passed its second readSTRAWBERRIES AND
would not be admitted free tonight, ing in the house of commons today
com
to
the
was
referred
and
then
but, on account of the many other at
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
tractions that were in Las "Vegas last mittee. It follows somewhat the lines
introevening, it was decided this morning of the Idish home rule and was
for the benefit of the ladies who duced by William H. Fry Cowan, the
were unable to attend last night, that member from East Aberdeenshire.
they would be admitted free. All tick
ets must be purchased before 6 o'clock
A SERIOUS ACCIDENT.
If they are to be used by ladies. The
Akron, May 30. Twenty persons
play that la to be presented will be were injured, some seriously, In a
s
interesting and without doubt will be street car collision on the Akron,
PHONE MAIN 4 and 24
well played. The show will start at
and Cleveland line near this city
were
cut
off.
8:30 o'clock.
today. Two men's less

150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy nice( 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved
on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house 5 rooms, 2 lots on Jackson

street.
.
.
. .
,
.
,
i.,,..
uujr iiiuuwu o iuuai noutse, uu improvements, lnciud'
ing furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
date, 3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU

QOKA
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PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
ESSE!"

THAT

THE

CUiWC RATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

BAKERY GOODS

Agents..
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R.LGULAR.S, LONGS si?d
STOUTS

2.35

-

It

can be.

$1-3-

k
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They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes

8.95

Ice Cream Freezers
1

.ft

7.25
,

25-2- 6

Gross, Kelly & Co.

f

This make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is proud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continoubly harp on their
good qualities. The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.
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Gasoline Stoves

QUIETLY Countless millions of tiny

BAIN WAGO

V'

FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1913.
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Fruits Season
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C.D.BOUCHER

iBAAF & DAY WABD COMPANY

Be-for-

Better Milk For a Better Town
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the. new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street

Las Vegas, New Mex
Milking Time 4 A. M. and 2 P. H.
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